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Abstract

This paper presents the framework of Abductive Constraint Logic Programming (ACLP),

which integrates Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) and Constraint Logic Programming

(CLP). In ACLP, the task of abduction is supported and enhanced by its non-trivial integra-

tion with constraint solving. This integration of constraint solving into abductive reasoning

facilitates a general form of constructive abduction and enables the application of abduction

to computationally demanding problems. The paper studies the formal declarative and oper-

ational semantics of the ACLP framework together with its application to various problems.

The general characteristics of the computation of ACLP and of its application to problems are

also discussed. Empirical results based on an implementation of the ACLP framework on top

of the CLP language of ECLiPSe show that ACLP is computationally viable, with perfor-

mance comparable to the underlying CLP framework on which it is built. In addition, our ex-

periments show the natural ability for ACLP to accommodate easily and in a robust way new

or changing requirements of the original problem. ACLP thus combines the advantages of

modularity and ¯exibility of the high-level representation a�orded by abduction together with

the computational e�ectiveness of low-level specialised constraint solving. Ó 2000 Elsevier

Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Abduction enhances the expressivity of a representation framework allowing a
high-level representation of problems close to their natural speci®cation. It has been
shown to be suitable for capturing di�erent kinds of inferences useful in Arti®cial In-
telligence (AI) such as explanation, non-monotonic and default reasoning and theory
revision. As a result, abduction manifests itself as an important form of inference for
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addressing a variety of problems in AI (see, e.g., [1,4,5,7,13,23,27,33,35,42,46,51,52]).
These problems include, amongst others, the problems of diagnosis, planning and
scheduling, natural language understanding, assimilation of sensor data and user
modeling. The high-level modeling environment of abduction can o�er an extra layer
of modularity and ¯exibility useful for these applications with complex and changing
requirements. Although the utility of abduction for formulating these problems is
well proven there has been little work (see though Ref. [42]) to address the question
of whether these abductive formulations can form the basis for computationally ef-
fective solutions to realistic problems.

Abductive applications are based on the view that the required goals to be solved
can be seen as observations to be explained by abduction. Abductive explanations
constitute solutions to these goals. In many applications, it is often useful (or indeed
necessary) to allow non-ground abducible assumptions of the form 9Xa�X � where
these variables are restricted through some set C of constraints de®ned over an (ar-
ithmetic) domain. For example, in abductive planning we need to assume that actions
occur at some times which are not necessarily ®xed but instead must satisfy certain
time constraints amongst them. It then transpires that one way to improve the e�ec-
tiveness of abductive solutions is to use together with abduction, a specialized con-
straint solver for handling such constraints in cooperation with abductive reasoning.

The aim of this work is to develop a new framework for abduction, with a ®rm
semantic basis, in which it is possible to compute abductive solutions by interfacing
constraint solving to abduction. This new framework, called Abductive Constraint
Logic Programming (ACLP), is the result of the integration of the two frameworks
of Abductive Logic Programming (ALP) [7,23] and Constructive Logic Program-
ming (CLP) [19±21,57].

In ACLP, the task of abduction is supported and enhanced by its non-trivial in-
tegration with constraint solving. This framework facilitates a more general form of
constructive abduction and enables the application of abduction to problems that
would otherwise be computationally di�cult to solve. In the computation of ACLP,
abductive reasoning provides an incremental reduction of the high-level problem
representation and goals to abductive hypotheses and lower-level constraints, whose
form is problem independent. The integration of abductive reasoning with constraint
solving in ACLP is non-trivial, in the sense that the constraint solver not only solves
the ®nal constraint store generated by the abductive reduction but also a�ects dy-
namically the abductive search for a solution. It enables abductive reductions to
be pruned early by setting new suitable constraints on the abducible assumptions
into the constraint store, provided that this remains satis®able. During the ACLP
computation there is a non-trivial cooperation between (i) reduction of goals and
consistency checking of abducible assumptions, (ii) setting new constraints in the
constraint store of reduction and (iii) generating further abductive hypotheses.

The paper presents the formal declarative and operational semantics of the ACLP
framework and studies how this can be used for the applications of planning and
scheduling. The general characteristics of the abductive computation in ACLP are
highlighted. Similarly, we discuss the general features of the use of ACLP to appli-
cations based on the experience of the problems developed so far under this frame-
work. The paper brings together and extends earlier work on the ACLP framework
[30,32]. It extends this previous work both in the theory and the practical application
of ACLP.
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In order to examine more closely the properties of the ACLP framework we have
performed two types of experiments using an implementation of ACLP on top of
the CLP language of ECLiPSe [11]. The ®rst group of experiments aims to test
the computational viability of the ACLP system and its performance, in comparison
with the direct use of the (lower-level) constraint solving framework of CLP on
which ACLP is built. The other type of experiments aims to investigate the high-lev-
el expressivity of ACLP and its ability to accommodate in a natural way changes in
the problem de®nition. These experiments provide evidence that the framework of
ACLP does not compromise signi®cantly the computational e�ciency of the under-
lying CLP framework while it o�ers a high degree of ¯exibility in its representation
of problems.

The conceptual similarity between ALP and CLP has motivated a number of oth-
er proposals to integrate the treatment of abducibles and constraints, e.g., Refs.
[7,15,37]. In most of these works the primary aim is to unify the two concepts into
one, by translating them into each other. In our work we take a di�erent approach
where the emphasis is to strongly couple abduction and constraint solving while pre-
serving their separate identities. Features from each framework are to be used direct-
ly, aiming to exploit their respective advantages: the high-level expressiveness of
ALP and the constraint solving capabilities of CLP.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de®nes the semantical
framework of ACLP and formalizes its integrated model of computation by a new
proof procedure for ACLP. This proof procedure is used as a basis for the implemen-
tation of the ACLP system and its application to the problems of planning and
scheduling in Section 3. In the same section, the overall computation of ACLP is il-
lustrated and experimental results on the high-level expressivity, the ¯exibility and
the computational viability of the ACLP system are presented. The general features
and characteristics of using ACLP in applications are presented in Section 4. Section
5 reports on other related work and Section 6 concludes together with a discussion
on future work.

The ACLP system together with some documentation and example programs can
be found at http://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/aclp/.

2. The ACLP framework

In this section we present the formal declarative and operational semantics of the
ACLP framework. In this framework abduction is supported by the constraint solv-
ing capabilities of CLP. From a formal point of view, ACLP can be seen as an ex-
tension of the ALP framework that supports constructive abduction allowing the
abducible hypotheses to take the non-ground form of 9X �A�X �;C�X ��, where A is
a conjunction of abducible atoms and C is a set of constraints de®ned over the
CLP (arithmetic) domain.

2.1. Preliminaries

We will assume some familiarity with basic concepts of logic programming as
found in Ref. [38]. We present here some of the basic preliminary background ma-
terial from the theory of CLP on which the ACLP framework builds. The required
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material from ALP is developed as needed in the section. Further details on ALP and
CLP can be found in the recent surveys of Refs. [23] and [22], respectively.

We will adopt the following notation. Variables (or sets of variables) will be de-
noted by X ; Y ; Z; . . . Terms (or sets of terms) are denoted by u; t; . . . Atoms (or sets
of atoms) are denoted by A, B or L. Also p�X �; q�X �; . . . denote atoms whose pred-
icate symbol is p; q; . . . and contain the variable (or set of variables) X. All symbols
may be subscripted.

A Constraint Logic Programming framework, CLP(R) is de®ned over a particular
constraint domain R. Given a signature R, consisting of a set of functions and pred-
icates symbols each one of which is assigned an arity, a constraint domain R is a pair
(D, L) of a R-structure D (called the domain of computation) and a class L of ®rst-
order R-formulas. A R-structure D consists of a set DR1 (also called the domain of
R) together with an assignment of functions and relations on DR to the symbols in R
that respects their arities. The elements of the class L are called constraints. These
are build as ®rst-order formulae in the usual way from primitives constraints of the
form c�t1; . . . ; tn�, where c is a predicate symbol in R and t1; . . . ; tn are terms of R con-
structed from variables, function symbols in R and constants representing the ele-
ments of the domain DR. Often a constraint domain R is required to sastisfy
certain additional properties e.g., that one of the predicates in R is the equality pred-
icate with the indentity interpretation in D or that the class of contraints L is closed
under variable renaming and others.

Together with the constraint predicate symbols in R we also have a set of (user-
de®ned) predicate symbols P de®ned by a CLP program which is disjoint from
the constraint predicate symbols. An atom has the form p�t1; . . . ; tn�, where p is a
predicate symbol in P and t1; . . . ; tn are terms of R.

A constraint logic program P, in CLP(R), consists of a ®nite set of rules, each be-
ing of the form

p0  c1; . . . ; cn; p1; . . . ; pm;

where pi are atoms and ci are constraints in R. A rule will also be denoted by,
A C��A1; . . . ;An, where C is a set of constraints and A, A1; . . . ;An are atoms.

A goal, G, has the same form as the body of a program rule but whose variables
are as usual understood to be existentially quanti®ed. Sometimes we will also write G
as  G.

De®nition 2.1 (Valuation/solvability). A valuation h of a set of variables is a map-
ping from these variables to the domain DR and the natural extension which maps
terms to DR under the R-structure D of R. A valuation h, on the set of all variables
appearing in a set of constraints C, is called an R-solution of C i� Ch, obtained by
applying h to C, is satis®ed in R, i.e., Ch evaluates to true under the intrepretation
provided by the R-structure D of R. The set C is called R-solvable (or consistent)
i� it has at least one R-solution.

1 In general, we may have a many sorted structure with a domain for each sort. For simplicity of

presentation we assume that we have only one sort.
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The meaning of a constraint logic program P is given by the least R-model of the
program. To de®ne this we consider the R-base of a program P, given by the set

p�X1;X2; . . . ;Xn�h :f
p is an n-ary symbol in P and

h is a valuation on the variables X1;X2; . . . ;Xng:

De®nition 2.2 (R-model). An R-model of a program P is given by a subset I of the
R-base such that for every rule, A C��A1; . . . ;An , where nP 0, in P and for every
valuation h, such that h is an R-solution of C we have fA1h; . . . ;Anhg � I ) Ah 2 I .
The least (under the subset ordering) R-model of P is denoted by MR

P .

We will denote by �R (or simply �) truth in the model MR
P together with solvabil-

ity of constraints in R over valuations in R as given above. For example,
MR

P � 8�G C� means for any valuation h of the variables in G and C, such that
Ch is solvable in R, Gh is true in MR

P . For M
R
P �R G we will also write P �R G.

De®nition 2.3 ((P,R�-derivation). A (P, R)-derivation of a goal G in a program P is
a sequence of goals, starting from G, where each goal Gi in the sequence is obtained
by resolving the previous goal with a rule in the program P (on a non-constraint at-
om) such that the resulting set of constraints, that appears in Gi, is R-solvable.

A successful derivation from a goal G is a ®nite (P, R)-derivation whose last ele-
ment is a goal with no atoms. Finite derivations from G which do not satisfy this
property are ®nitely failed (FF). Associated with a successful derivation of a goal
G is an answer constraint C, this being the constraint in the last goal of the deriva-
tion. The following soundness theorems are proved in Refs. [18,21].

Theorem 2.1 [18,21]. If G has a successful (P, R)-derivation with answer constraint C
then

MR
p � 8�G C�:

Theorem 2.2 [18,21]. If all (P, R)-derivations for a goal G are finitely failed then

MR
p � :G:

2.2. ACLP semantics

The integration of the frameworks of ALP and CLP is based on the view that they
can be both understood within the same conceptual framework of hypothetical rea-
soning. The satisfaction of a goal, in either framework, is understood conditionally
on a set of hypotheses, abducible assumptions for ALP or constraints for CLP. This
uniform view of the two frameworks facilitates their integration.

Given an underlying framework of CLP(R), an abductive theory in ACLP is de-
®ned as follows.
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De®nition 2.4 (Abductive CLP theory). An abductive CLP(R) (or ACLP) theory is a
triple hP ;A; ICi, where:

P is a constraint logic program.
A is a set of abducible predicates di�erent from the constraint predicates.
IC is a set of closed ®rst-order formulae (Integrity Constraints) over the combined
language of CLP(R) and P.

An ACLP theory thus contains three types of predicates: (i) ordinary predicates as
in standard LP, (ii) constraint predicates as in CLP and (iii) abducible predicates as
in ALP. The abducible predicates are normally not de®ned in the program and any
knowledge about them is represented either explicitly or implicitly in the integrity
constraints IC. We will assume that the program P does not contain any rules for
abducible predicates.

The abducibles of an ACLP framework, from which the answers will be build, are
given by the next de®nition.

De®nition 2.5 (Abducibles). Let hP ;A; ICi be an abductive CLP(R) theory. Then the
set of abducibles, also called abductive hypotheses or assumptions, consists of the
following formulae:

1. a�d�, where a 2 A & d is a vector of constants in DR;
2. 9X �a1�X �; . . . ; an�X �;C�X ��, where nP 1; ai 2 A 8i:16 i6 n and C�X � is a (possi-

bly empty) set of constraints.

Abducibles in 1 are called ground abducibles.

Answers to goals will have the form of a subset of abducibles D together with an
extra set of constraints of the underlined CLP domain R. The correctness of an an-
swer is given through the notion of an abductive explanation for G.

The de®nition of general abductive explanations, that can include also non-
ground abducibles, e.g., D � 9X �a�X �;C�X ��, is based on the de®nition of ground
explanations, by considering the di�erent possible groundings of D allowed by the
contraints C that it involves.

De®nition 2.6 (Grounding of D). Let hP ;A; ICi be an abductive CLP(R) theory and D
be a set of abducibles. If D is ground then the grounding of D is itself. Otherwise, if D
is not ground, then a grounding of D is a set of ground abducibles Dg obtained by
applying to each non-ground abducible, 9X �a1�X �; . . . ; an�X �;C�X ��; that appears
in D a valuation g on the variables X that satis®es the constraints C�X �.

The valuation g is called a grounding (or grounding valuation) of D.

De®nition 2.7 (Grounding of a goal). Let G be a goal. If G is ground then the ground-
ing of G is itself. Otherwise, if G contains free variables, then a grounding of G, de-
noted by Gg is the goal obtained from G by applying a valuation g on a subset of the
variables of G.

De®nition 2.8 (Ground abductive explanation). Let hP ;A; ICi be an abductive
CLP(R) theory. Then, a ground abductive explanation of a goal G is a set, Dg, of
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ground abducibles such that there exists a solvable set C of constraints and a ground-
ing Gg of G with

MR
P[Dg �R 8�Gg  C� and

MR
P[Dg �R IC;

where MR
P[Dg is the minimal R-model of the program P [ Dg obtained by augmenting

P with the set of facts in Dg. As in CLP the set C is called an answer constraint for G.

De®nition 2.9 (Abductive explanation). Let hP ;A; ICi be an abductive CLP(R) theo-
ry. Then an abductive explanation of a goal G is a set D of abducibles such that:
1. there exists a valuation (or grounding) g such that, for each abducible formula /

in D, the constraints in / are satis®ed or equivalently, there exists at least one
ground set of abducibles, Dg, such that Dg �R D and

2. for any grounding Dg of D, Dg is a ground abductive explanation of G.

Hence D is an abductive explanation for a goal G i� there exists (in R) at least one
consistent grounding of D and for any such grounding, Dg, this constitutes a ground
abductive explanation of G.

Note that an answer to a goal G consists of an abductive explanation D together
with a set C of additional CLP constraints referred to in De®nition 2.8. Hence an an-
swer contains two separate parts of CLP constraints: those which constrain the abdu-
cible assumptions and appear together with the abducibles in D, and those which are
on the free variables of the goal G but are not related to any of the abducible assump-
tions. The later are the additional constraints C that are needed in De®nition 2.8.

The semantics of the integrity constraints, as formalised by the above de®nition, is
given by their truth in the intended computed model of P [ Dg. The integrity con-
straints are therefore formalised, following the proposals of Refs. [24,34,45], as
meta-level properties that must hold true in the abductive extension P [ Dg of the
program. It will be useful to have the following de®nition.

De®nition 2.10 (Satisfaction of integrity constraints). Let hP ;A; ICi be an abductive
CLP(R) theory and let Dg be a set of ground abducibles. We say that MR

P[Dg or Dg

satis®es the integrity constraints IC (or is consistent) whenever MR
P[Dg �R IC.

We will always assume that for any given ACLP theory hP ;A; ICi this is initially
consistent, i.e., that the integrity constraints are satis®ed by the program P alone.

At this semantic level we will allow any closed ®rst-order formula to be an integ-
rity constraint. Later in Section 2.3, which studies the operational model of the
framework, the integrity constraints will be restricted to a special form.

To illustrate the above de®nitions consider the following example, where the do-
main of R is the integers and the contraint predicates in the signature R are the
equality and inequality constraint predicates with their usual interpretation in the
R-structure of R.

Example 2.1.

P : p�X ; Y �  X > 3; q�X ; Y �; a�X �;
q�X ; Y �  X 6 5; Y P 2;

where the only abducible predicate is ``a''.
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The goal G� p�X ; Y �, i.e., G � 9X ; Yp�X ; Y �, has D � 9X �a�X �;X > 3;X 6 5� as
an abductive explanation since Dg :� a�5� and Dg :� a�4� are ground explanations
of the goal. The goal can be satis®ed in P [ Dg with the constraint C � fY P 2g.
If we add the integrity constraint IC:  X > 4; a�X �,2 which is a denial stating that
we cannot have a�X � for any X > 4, then the above D is not an explanation of G.
This is because although X � 5 satis®es the constraints in D, Dg � a�5� is not a
ground explanation of G any more. An explanation of G that satis®es the integrity
constraint is D0 � 9X �a�X �;X > 3;X 6 5;X 6 4� which is equivalent to
D0 � 9X �a�X �;X � 4� � a�4�.

Notice further that in each case Dg is an explanation of a corresponding goal Gg

obtained from G � p�X ; Y � by grounding the variable X in G with the same constant
as that used to ground X in D to get Dg, i.e., Dg � a�4� is an explanation of p�4; Y �
and Dg � a�5� is an explanation of p�5; Y �. We will see below that when we compute
an abductive explanation D of a goal G the associated answer constraint C that
would be generated by the ACLP computation will de®ne for each Dg a correspond-
ing (partially) ground goal Gg.

2.3. ACLP proof procedure

We now present the operational semantics of the integrated framework of ACLP
in terms of a proof procedure for solving/explaining goals. This procedure integrates
the abductive proof procedures in Refs. [14,26,27] with the computational frame-
work of CLP and exploits the constraint solving of CLP to support and enhance
the computation of abductive solutions.

The computation in ACLP consists of two interleaving phases, called abductive
and consistency phases. In the abductive phase, hypotheses on the abducible predi-
cates are generated, by reducing the high-level goals, and added to a set of abductive
assumptions D. The consistency phase checks whether these hypotheses are an al-
lowed addition to the assumption set in the sense that the integrity constraints can
remain satis®ed by this addition. Together with this assumption set a constraint store
(often also referred to as a global constraint store) C of CLP constraints is also gen-
erated. This constraint store can grow in both phases of the computation provided
that it remains satis®able throughout the computation. A constraint solver is used
to decide on the satis®ability of this store when necessary. The satis®ability of C
in turn a�ects back the overall abductive computation.

As in Refs. [26,27] we will assume that the integrity constraints that can be han-
dled directly by the ACLP proof procedure have a restricted form.

De®nition 2.11 (Restricted integrity constraints). An integrity constraint is of re-
stricted ACLP form if it has the denial form C�� p1; . . . ; pm where each pj is a (pos-
itive) atom and at least one of these has an abducible predicate.

2 We will often use a ``programming'' notation to write integrity constraints. For example, here

`` X > 4; a�X �'' represents the integrity constraint :9X �a�X � ^ X > 4�.
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Note that integrity constraints of this restricted form are trivially satis®ed by the
program alone, when (as we have assumed) the abducibles do not have de®nitions in
the program P.

Later in this section we will discuss how this restriction can be relaxed by trans-
forming other constraints into this form. We ®rst illustrate the procedure with an ex-
ample with the same constraint domain as the previous example above.

Example 2.2.

P : p�X �  X P 2; q�X �; a�X �; IC : Y P 6; a�Y �; r�Y �; A � fag
q�x�  X > 4;X < 10:

together with rules in P defining the predicate r:

To prove the goal G0 : p�X � we can resolve against the ®rst and second clauses
to obtain the new goal G1 : X P 2;X > 4;X < 10; a�X �. We then proceed to ab-
duce 9Xa�X � by ®rst naming this existential variable with a new variable n, called
a naming variable, and adding a�n� to the set of hypotheses D0. We also extend
the (global) constraint store C0 � fX P 2;X > 4;X < 10g, which can be reduced
to C00 � fX > 4;X < 10g, with the naming constraint X � n and then continue to
check for the consistency of the assumption a�n� with respect to the integrity con-
straints in IC.

For the consistency of a�n�, we resolve with the integrity constraint in IC to get
the goal  Y P 6; Y � n; r�Y �. This goal must fail. One way to fail is for the local
constraints3 in the goal to become unsatis®able. This can be ensured by adding a
(suitable) negation of these constraints to the global constraint store and then check-
ing for the solvability of this extended store. In e�ect, this adds new constraints on
the naming variable n associated with the abducible assumption a�n�. In this exam-
ple, the negation of the local constraints �Y P 6; Y � n� will be :9Y �Y P 6; Y � n�
which is equivalent to �n < 6�. The constraint store C1 � fX > 4;X < 10;X � ng
is then extended to C2 � fX > 4;X < 10;X � n; n < 6g which is equivalent to
C3 � fn > 4; n < 6g. This gives a ®nal solution to the goal G which after reverse
naming, is the explanation Drn � 9Z�a�Z�; Z > 4; Z < 6�. Note that in general it is
not necessary to add the negation of the (whole) constraint store, of the reduced in-
tegrity constraint, to the global constraint store. We can add any constraint that is
su�cient to make this constraint store unsolvable provided that the global store re-
mains solvable.

In this example, a constraint solver for the CLP constraints is used to check the
satis®ability of (also reducing) the various instances C0, C1 and C2 of the global con-
straint store, and to help make the local set of constraints in the consistency phase
unsatis®able. In general, the constraint solver is essentially a black box, transparent
to the abductive reasoning, that is consulted during the overall abductive computa-
tion with speci®c tasks of the following two types:

3 We use the term local constraints (or local constraint store) to refer to the set of constraints

accumulated from the reduction of an integrity constraint in the consistency phase of the computation.
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1. Check the satis®ability of and reduce (or solve) the constraint store at each step in
the abductive phase. Similarly, in the consistency phase check the satis®ability of
local constraint stores for goals that need to fail.

2. In a consistency phase, expand the constraint store in a way such that:
(a) it remains satis®able and
(b) other constraints local to the consistency phase become unsatis®able.

Note that the ®rst task is in fact the standard interface of the constraint solver in
CLP. Note also that in the second task the constraint solver is used actively towards
satisfying the top level goal by expanding the global constraint store.

2.3.1. Notations and de®nitions
The following de®nitions formalise auxiliary notions exposed in Example 2.2

needed for formalising the de®nition of the ACLP proof procedure.
We will ®rst extend the language of the underlying CLP(R) framework to contain

a separate class of variables, called naming variables or fixed variables, obeying the
same constraint theory as any other variable in CLP(R). They will be denoted by
n;m; . . . , possibly with a subscript.

Naming variables are used to name an existential variable shared in the abducible
hypotheses D generated by the procedure and the goals of the computation.

De®nition 2.12 (Naming abducibles). An atom in a goal whose predicate is an abdu-
cible is called an abducible atom. Let A be an abducible atom with free variables
X1; . . . ;Xj. Then the naming of A, denoted by nm�A�, is the atom Ah, where h is a
substitution fn1=X1; . . . ; nj=Xjg with n1; . . . ; nj new naming variables. An abducible
atom depending only on ground terms or naming variables is called a ®xed abducible
atom (or simply a ®xed abducible).

De®nition 2.13 (Negative constraints). The negation, :C, of a set of constraints
C�X ; n�, depending on the free variables X and naming variables n, is given by
:9XC�X ; n�. Such a formula, :C, will be called a negative constraint.

Examples of negative constraints (involving the constraint predicate of equality)
are:

C�X ; n� � fn � 2g; :C�X ; n� � f:�n � 2�g;
C�X ; n� � fn � f �X �;X � 3g; :C�X ; n� � f:9X �n � f �X �;X � 3�g;
C�X ; n� � fX � 2g; :C�X ; n� � f:9X �X � 2�g:

De®nition 2.14 (Reverse naming). Let A � D [ C � fa1; . . . ; aig [ fc1; . . . ; cjg, where
D is a set of ®xed abducibles, possibly containing naming variables, and C is a set
containing positive or negative constraints. Let n1; . . . ; nk be the naming variables oc-
curring in A. Then the reversed naming of A, denoted by Rn�A�, is
9X1 . . .Xk�a01; . . . ; a0i; c01; . . . ; c0j�, where X1 . . .Xk are new distinct variables and a0s (resp.
c0s) is obtained from as (resp. cs) by replacing each occurrence of a naming variable nt
by a corresponding variable Xt. Similarly, we denote by Rn�C� the conjunction of
constraints obtained from C by replacing the naming variables occuring in C by
new existentially quanti®ed variables.
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De®nition 2.15 (Solvability). A set of constraints, C, is solvable i� Rn�C� is solvable.

For example, in the domain of integers, if C � fn � 2g then both C and :C are
separately solvable, since both 9Y �Y � 2� and 9Y:�Y � 2� are solvable, whereas if
C � fX � 2g then :C is not solvable as :9X �X � 2� is not solvable.

2.3.2. Abductive and consistency derivations
The proof procedure consists of two interleaving phases, called abductive and

consistency phases, de®ned as follows.
Abductive derivation. An abductive derivation in an ACLP theory hP ;A; ICi is a

sequence

�G1;D1;D
�
1�; . . . ; �Gk;Dk;D

�
k�

such that, for each iP 1; Gi is a goal of the form

 C��L1; . . . ; Ls:

C being a (possibly empty) set of constraints and L1; . . . ; Ls are atoms. Each Di is a set
of ®xed abducibles and each D�i is a set of goals. An atom Lj is selected from Gi (Gi

non-empty) and �Gi�1;Di�1;D
�
i�1� is derived according to one of the following rules:

(A1) if Lj is not abducible then
Gi�1 � S,
Di�1 � Di,
D�i�1 � D�i ,
where S is the (CLP) resolvent4 of some clause in P with Gi on Lj (and the
new set of constraints C0 in S is solvable).

(A2) if Lj is an atom with an abducible predicate and Lj resolves with a member of
Di returning the constraints C1 and C [ C1 is solvable then
Gi�1 � C [ C1��L1; . . . ; Ljÿ1; Lj�1; . . . ; Ls,
Di�1 � Di,
D�i�1 � D�i ,

(A3) if Lj is an atom with an abducible predicate, let nm�Lj� � L0j and
C00 � C [ fX � ng, where X is the set of variables in Lj and n is a set of
corresponding new naming variables. Then, if there exists a consistency
derivation for the abducible atom L0j, from �fL0jg;C00;Di [ fL0jg;D�i � to
�fg;C0;D0;D�0 �
then Gi�1 � C0��L1; . . . ; Ljÿ1; Lj�1; . . . ; Ls,
Di�1 � D0,
D�i�1 � D�

0
.

Step (A1) corresponds to an ordinary CLP derivation step. Rule (A2) reuses the
already made abducible assumptions in the current set Di. This step covers the fol-
lowing cases. A new existential assumption can be satis®ed by reusing an older as-
sumption. An old existential assumption may be specialised after unifying it with
the new assumption. Finally, an old ground assumption can simply be reused. The

4 A CLP resolvent is an ordinary logic program resolvent from a clause and a goal with the additional

requirement that the set of constraints in the resolvent are solvable.
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aim of this rule is thus to allow for the possibility to reuse existing hypotheses and so
to reduce the complexity of the explanation.

Step (A3) is concerned with generating new abductive hypotheses (when step
(A2) cannot be applied or leads to failure). The new abducible atom is named before
it is added to the current D. The constraint store is extended with the naming con-
straints which bind the variables in the abducible with their corresponding naming
variables. The derivation continues with the remaining subgoal only if the new hy-
pothesis is shown to be a consistent addition to D through a consistency derivation
starting from it. In order to ensure this consistency the global constraint store and
the set of goals D� may need to grow in the consistency derivation. Note that under
the restrictions we have imposed on the program P and integrity constraints IC of an
ACLP theory the set of abducible hypotheses D does not grow inside a consistency
derivation. For more general cases, as we will see below, it is also possible for this to
grow in D.

The set of goals D�, which appears in the de®nition of the abductive derivation, is
generated in the consistency phases of the computation. As we will see below in the
de®nition of the consistency derivation, the goals it contains are, in fact, exactly in
the form of the restricted integrity constraints, i.e., denials with at least one abduci-
ble predicate appearing in their conditions, and they will be treated in exactly the
same way. Hence they represent goals which must fail, if the overall computation
is to be successful. The only di�erence they have with the integrity constraints in
IC is that they are generated dynamically within the computation and thus are just
local to the particular computation. In e�ect, these represent universally quanti®ed
assumptions on abducible predicates that need to hold for the goal to succeed.

Consistency derivation. A consistency derivation in an ACLP theory hP ;A; ICi for
an abducible atom L, is a sequence

�L;C1;D1;D
�
1�; �F1;C1;D1;D

�
1�; . . . ; �Fk;Ck;Dk;D

�
k�;

where for each iP 1, Ci is a set of constraints, Di is a set of ®xed abducibles over the
domain of R extended with naming variables, D�i is a set of goals, and

1. F1 is the union of all goals, no goal being empty,5 of the form Cdi��L1; . . . ; Ls ob-
tained by resolving the abducible L with the denials in IC and D�1.

2. For each iP 1, Fi has the form f Cdi��L1; . . . ; Lsg [ F 0i , where F
0
i is a set of goals.

The atom Lj or the local constraint store Cdi (non-empty) is selected and
�Fi�1;Ci�1;Di�1;D

�
i�1� is obtained according to the following rules:

(C1) if Lj is not an abducible, let R be the set of all resolvents of clauses in P with
 Cdi��L1; . . . ; Ls on Lj. If no r 2 R is the empty clause, then
Fi�1 � R [ F 0i ,
Ci�1 � Ci,
Di�1 � Di,
D�i�1 � D�i .

(C2) if Lj is an atom with an abducible predicate, let R be the set of all resolvents
of  Cdi��L1; . . . ; Ls with atoms in Di on Lj. If no r 2 R is the empty clause,

5 An empty clause, or goal, is the clause  fg��fg, which has an empty constraint store and an empty

body.
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then
Fi�1 � R [ F 0i ,
Ci�1 � Ci,
Di�1 � Di,
D�i�1 � D�i [ f Cdi��L1; . . . ; Lsg.

(C3) if Cdi is selected then
Fi�1 � F 0i ,
Ci�1 � Ci [ C0,
Di�1 � Di,
D�i�1 � D�i ,
where C0 is a set of constraints (on the naming variables appearing in Cdi)
such that Ci [ C0 is solvable and Cdi [ �Ci [ C0� is not solvable.

A successful consistency derivation, as indicated in the rule (A3), is one that ends
with an empty set of goals Fk. In other words, this means that all goals in F1 end in
failure.

In a consistency derivation the current constraint store, Ci, is a set of hypotheses
(like Di) which is carried through the derivation and it de®nes the context in which
the solvability of new constraints will be decided. Additional constraints may extend
this constraint store through (C3), in order to ensure the consistency of the integrity
constraints, provided that the store always remains solvable.

Step (C1) splits the computation into as many branches as the number of resol-
vents of clauses in P with Lj. Note that resolvents which have constraints that are
inconsistent with the current store Ci do not need to be considered, since these
branches can never succeed in the context of Ci. The dropping of such a resolvent
can be e�ected by a follow up trivial application of step (C3), with the chosen set
of constraints C0 � fg.

Step (C2) deals with the failure of a branch due to an abducible condition Lj con-
tained in the goal of this branch. If the computation has already made assumptions,
in Di, on the same abducible predicate as that of Lj then new branches are generated
by resolving these old assumptions with Lj, as in step (C1). Otherwise, this branch
fails because of the abducible Lj, since the program contains no rules for the abdu-
cible predicates. In either case, the whole goal of this branch is remembered by add-
ing it to D�i because it is possible during the incremental construction of the ®nal D, at
a later stage of the computation, to make new assumptions on the same abducible
predicate which may unify with this goal on Lj. If particular search strategies are
adopted in the computation then this may not be necessary. For example, if the con-
sistency phases are delayed until all hypotheses on abducible predicates have been
made, then there is no need to remember the goals in D�.

In step (C3), the failure of the current branch is ensured (or forced) by extending
the global constraint assumptions, Ci, with a new set of constraints C0 which makes
the local set Cdi unsolvable. Thus this branch can be dropped. For example, one pos-
sibility is to have C0 � :Cdi of the whole local constraint Cdi. :Cdi would typically be
equivalent to a disjunction of constraints. Note that Cdi can ®rst be simpli®ed to an
equivalent set of constraints by applying the naming constraints to replace local vari-
ables in Cdi before we negate this. Also when negating this we can consider only a
subset of its constraints, selecting C0 to be the negation of the constraints on some
naming variable. Typically, it is more useful to negate parts of the constraint that
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refer to naming variables as this will constrain further the abducible assumptions
which involve these variables. For example, if we have Cdi � fY � n; Y > 4; Z < 7g
this can be simpli®ed to Cdi � fn > 4; Z < 7g and the negating constraint C0 can
be choosen to be n6 4. Note also that, if in any of the other steps of the consistency
derivation the local constraint store Cdi of the resolvent goal is not solvable together
with the current global constraint store Ci, then an (immediate) application of step
(C3) (with C0 � fg) allows us to drop this branch.

The above proof procedure is sound with respect to the semantics for ACLP de-
®ned in Section 2.2.

De®nition 2.16. Let hP ;A; ICi be an ACLP theory. A successful derivation is an ab-
ductive derivation that ends with a triple of the form � C��fg:;D;D��.
Theorem 2.3. Let hP ;A; ICi be an ACLP theory, where P is a definite program and the
integrity constraints in IC are of restricted form (as in Definition 2.11). Let also the
sequence � G; fg; fg�; . . . ; � C��fg :;D;D�� be a finite (successful) abductive deriva-
tion. Define Drn � Rn�D [ 9XC�, where X is the set of free variables (not naming vari-
ables) appearing in the resulting constraint store C. Then Drn is an abductive
explanation for the goal G.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on a mapping of the abductive and con-
sistency derivations, that the successful abductive derivation contains, into successful
and (®nitely) failed CLP derivations, respectively, for the program P [ Dg, where Dg

is any grounding of Drn, and then using the theorems for the soundness of CLP der-
ivations. The full proof is given in Appendix A.

We note that the constraint store C, computed by the successful derivation, con-
stitutes an answer constraint for the goal G. It contains equality constraints that link
the naming variables in the abducibles of D with a subset of the variables in the goal
G. A grounding valuation g of the computed constraint store C that grounds the ab-
ducibles in D to Dg will give a corresponding grounding, Gg, of the goal G, for which
Dg is a ground abductive explanation.

The ACLP proof procedure is incomplete. This procedure is based on Eshghi and
Kowalski's [14] and Kakas and Mancarella's [25] proof procedures which are also
resolution (rewriting) based and su�er from incompleteness. One of the main reasons
for their incompleteness is that they cannot deal with in®nite derivations resulting
from positive loops in the de®nition of predicates in the program P (e.g., from
p  p). Other procedures, such as the I� proof procedure [15] and SLDNFA [7],
use a weak form of semantics like that of the three-valued completion to obtain com-
pleteness results. The stronger minimal-model semantics of ACLP makes it more dif-
®cult to obtain completeness. For this it will be necessary to deal with in®nite
derivations in an analogous way to that studied by Przymusinski in Ref. [47] with
the SLS procedure, where e�ectively an in®nite derivation in the consistency phase
is considered to be a derivation that leads to failure of its root goal.

2.4. Extensions of the basic ACLP framework

In this section we present the extension of the basic framework of ACLP to allow
negation as failure (NAF) in the program P and the denials of the restricted integrity
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constraints IC of an ACLP theory hP ;A; ICi. We will also discuss how the proof pro-
cedure for the computation of ACLP can be used with more general forms of integ-
rity constraints by appropriately transforming these constraints into the restricted
denial form that can be handled directly by the ACLP proof procedure extended
to include also NAF.

The general form of ACLP theories containing NAF that we will consider are de-
®ned as follows.

De®nition 2.17 (General ACLP theory). A general ACLP theory is an ACLP theory
hP ;A; ICi as given in De®nition 2.4 where the constraint logic program P can contain
negation as failure conditions (on non-abducible predicates) in the body of its rules.
The integrity constraints IC are of the restricted form given by De®nition 2.11 but
where some of the conditions in the denial can be negation as failure literals on
non-abducible predicates.6

One way to extend ACLP to allow NAF is to ®rst lift the semantics of NAF for
CLP (see, e.g., Refs. [22,40]) and then apply analogously the abductive semantics as
in Section 6. Another way which is particularly appropriate for the ACLP frame-
work is to use the abductive interpretation of NAF proposed in Ref. [14] and further
studied in Refs. [9,24]. In this treatment of NAF negative literals are interpreted as
abductive hypotheses that can be assumed to hold provided that, together with the
program, they satisfy a canonical set of integrity constraints.

Using this abductive interpretation of NAF the semantics of a general ACLP the-
ory can be identi®ed with that of a corresponding (positive) ACLP theory where no
NAF appears of the form studied in Section 6. This correspondence (based on that
of Refs. [14,24]) is given as follows.

De®nition 2.18 (Positive version of an ACLP theory). Let T � hP ;A; ICi be a general
ACLP theory. The corresponding positive ACLP theory T � � hP �;A [ A�; IC� [ I�i
of T is given as follows:
· A new predicate symbol p� (the opposite of p) is introduced for each non-abduci-

ble p in P. The set of abducibles A� is the set of all these predicates.
· P � is P where each negative literal not p�t� in the rules of P has been replaced by

p��t�.
· IC� is IC where each negative literal not p�t� in the denials of IC has been replaced

by p��t�.
· I� is the set of all, for each non-abducible predicate p, integrity constraints of the

form

8X:�p�X � ^ p��X �� and 8X �p�X � _ p��X ��:
Similarly, we tranform any goal G to a new goal G� by replacing each negative

literal not p�t� in G by p��t�.

6 We will see below that the semantics of the integrity constraints as true formulae in the computed

model of the theory means that negative conditions in denial integrity constraints can be interpreted

equivalently either as NAF (as in this de®nition) or as classical negation.
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Under this transformation the semantics of a general theory T is given by the se-
mantics of its transformed positive version T � as de®ned above in Section 2.2. An
abductive explanation will now contain two types of abducible assumptions: as-
sumptions on the original incompletely de®ned predicates in A and NAF assump-
tions on predicates from A�. Otherwise, the central de®nition of an abductive
explanation, that gives the semantics of T � and hence of T, remains the same as
above in De®nitions 2.8 and 2.9.

As shown in Refs. [14] (and [24]) this abductive treatment of NAF in logic pro-
grams corresponds to the Stable Model [17] (and Generalized stable) model seman-
tics. Other semantics such as the partial stable model or the well-founded model
semantics can also be accommodated within the abductive treatment of NAF by
dropping the disjunctive integrity constraint for the NAF abducibles from I� and
adopting an argumentation framework for the acceptance of the NAF abducibles
(now treated as arguments). This requires that instead of the disjunctive constraint
we impose an extra argumentation-based condition on any set of NAF abducibles
(arguments) D that we want to allow as part of an abductive explanation. This con-
dition states that whenever for some (other) set of NAF abducibles A, we have
P � [ A � p with not p 2 D (we then say that A attacks D) then it must also be the case
that P � [ D � q with not q 2 A, i.e., D must also attack A. The full exposition of this
argumentation theory is beyond the scope of this paper and the reader is referred to
Ref. [23] for a survey of this.

For simplicity, we will assume that we are considering a class of logic programs in
our general ACLP theories, such as that of order-consistent [49] programs, for which
the use of the disjunctive constraints or the extra argumentation-based condition is
equivalent. 7 In fact, below when we consider the extension of the ACLP proof pro-
cedure to include NAF it will not be necessary to have the disjunctive constraints ex-
plicitly in the integrity constraints of the ACLP theory with which we are carrying
out the computation. Their satisfaction will be guarranteed by a suitable extension
of the proof procedure in line with their equivalent extra argumentation condition.

In our de®nition of a general ACLP theory we have assumed that NAF will be
used only on non-abducible predicates as it would not be appropriate to apply this
type of negation on the abducible predicates which by de®nition are not completely
de®ned in an ACLP theory. We note here that negation on abducibles can be treated
again in a simple way through abduction by introducing another di�erent class of
abducible predicates symmetrically to the original abducible predicates in A to rep-
resent negative assumptions on them. Therefore for each abducible predicate a in A
we have also the abducible predicate a for the negation of a together with the addi-
tional integrity constraint 8X:�a�X � ^ a�X �� but not the disjunctive constraint as for
NAF. Again all de®nitions hold as before in the new theory where any negation on
an abducible a in the program P is replaced by the corresponding positive atom on a
and the above integrity constraints are added to the theory.

Together with the abductive interpretation of NAF the authors in Ref. [14] have
given an abductive proof procedure for its computation. This was shown in Ref. [9]
to be correct under the argumentation based semantics of preferred models or its

7 For such cases the stable model semantics always exists and coincides with the partial stable model

semantics.
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equivalent [28] partial stable model semantics. The proof procedure for ACLP given
above is in fact based on this procedure and its extensions studied in Refs. [25,27]. It
can therefore be naturally extended to allow the computation of ACLP to include
NAF as an extra type of abducible. The abductive derivation of the procedure re-
mains essentially the same, treating the NAF abducibles in the same way as any oth-
er abducible. When a NAF abducible q� is encountered and added to the computed
D its consistency checking will lead, via the integrity constraint  q�; q in I�, to a
consistency derivation to ensure the failure of the goal  q.

A new element in the de®nition of the consistency derivation is the fact that
now, in order to fail on a NAF abducible8 p�, it is necessary to start a new sub-
sidiary abductive derivation rooted at the goal  C��p, where C is the current com-
puted constraint store. This attempt to show p can then require in turn the
addition of further abductive assumptions to the set of hypotheses D which is be-
ing generated. If indeed we can show p possibly by adding new abducible assump-
tions to D then the assumption p� cannot be supported and the consistency goal
that contains it fails as required for the satisfaction of its parent integrity con-
straint. This new step in the consistency derivation is directly related to the argu-
mentation interpretation of NAF where p� belongs to an attack against D and the
proof of p by the subsidiary abductive derivation ensures that this attack is at-
tacked back by D.

We note again that both the global constraint store C and the set of abductive hy-
pothese D can grow in a consistency phase giving a full interleaving between abduc-
tive and consistency phases of the computation.

The formal extension of the ACLP proof procedure as de®ned above, needed to
accommodate NAF is given by the addition of the following extra step, C4naf , in the
de®nition of the consistency derivation. Goals are computed by this extended proce-
dure in their positive form using the positive form of the given general ACLP theory.

(C4naf) if Lj is a ground or ®xed NAF literal 9 of the form p��n� (where n is the set
of naming variables appearing in Lj after the naming constraints in the local con-
straint store Cdi have been applied), p��n� 62 Di, the set R of all resolvents of
 Cdi��L1; . . . ; Ls with atoms in Di on Lj does not contain the empty clause and
there exists a ®nite successful abductive derivation from � Ci��p�n�;Di;D

�
i � to

� C0��fg;D0;D�0 �, then
Fi�1 � R [ F 0i ,
Ci�1 � C0,
Di�1 � D0,
D�i�1 � D�

0
.

Note that in the subsidiary abductive derivation to prove p�n� we carry along the
(global) constraint store Ci, the set of assumptions Di and the reduced integrity goals
D�i computed so far. These can then grow within this subsidiary derivation.

The extended ACLP proof procedure remains sound.

8 A NAF condition may appear in a consistency derivation goal from an integrity constraint or after a

previous resolution step with a rule in the program.
9 A ®xed NAF literal (like a ®xed abducible) is a NAF literal depending only on ground terms or naming

variables.
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Theorem 2.4. Let T � hP ;A; ICi be a general ACLP theory where P is an order-con-
sistent program. Let also the sequence � G�; fg; fg�; . . . ; � C��fg :;D;D�� be a finite
(successful) abductive derivation. Then Drn � Rn�D [ 9XC�, where X is the set of free
variables (not naming variables) appearing in the resulting constraint store C is an ab-
ductive explanation for the goal G� in the positive form T � � hP �;A [ A�; IC� [ I�i of
the theory T.

Proof. The proof of this theorem is given in Appendix B. It uses similar methods as
the proof of soundness of the simpler ACLP procedure above by mapping the suc-
cessful abductive derivation into a successful derivation of the Eshghi and Kowalski
procedure in Ref. [14] for ground abduction of NAF (on which the ACLP proof pro-
cedure is based) and appealing to the soundness of this procedure as shown ®rst in
Ref. [9].

Note that this result shows that the extended ACLP proof procedure is sound un-
der the stable model (or generalized stable model) semantics for NAF. In fact, as
mentioned above by dropping the disjunctive constraint in I�, which in anycase does
not play any direct role in the computation of the extended ACLP procedure, the
soundness result of [9] for the Eshghi and Kowalski procedure allows us to show that
the extended ACLP procedure is also correct with respect to the partial stable models
semantics for NAF irrespective if the program P of the given general ACLP theory is
order-consistent or not.

We also note that the treatment of NAF in a consistency phase is limited in
that the procedure is allowed to select only ®xed NAF abducibles whose vari-
ables are determined, i.e., where each variable takes the value of some ground
term or of some naming variable, by the current collection of global constraints
and the local constraints in the goal from which the NAF abducible is selected.
Otherwise, the procedure ¯ounders. Extending the procedure to select non-®xed
NAF abducibles in a consistency phase will essentially require the adoption of a
universally quanti®ed assumption together with an appropriate extension of the
consistency check for such hypotheses. Again this is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Although the semantics of ACLP allows any formula as an intregrity constraint
its proof procedures as given above require that these have a special denial form.
This allows the ACLP procedure to be in both its abductive and consistency phases
an essentially backward reasoning goal-oriented process. More general forms of in-
tegrity constraints can be accommodated by exploiting the fact that their meaning is
formalised within the ACLP semantics in terms of their truth value in a classical two
valued computed model. This means that any classical truth preserving transforma-
tion on an integrity constraint does not change its meaning. We can therefore trans-
form other forms of integrity constraints into denial form by such equivalence
transformations.

In transforming the integrity constraints we need to relate the classical negation
that would appear in the conditions of a denial to NAF conditions. The following
result holds.

Proposition 2.1. Let T � hP ;A; ICi be a general ACLP theory where P is an order-
consistent program and T � � hP �;A [ A�; IC� [ I�i its positive form. Let also / be a
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(classical) denial of the form :�B1 ^ � � � ^ Bm ^ :A1 ^ � � � ^ :Ak� and / be the denial
 �B1; . . . ;Bm; not A1; . . . ; not Ak�. Then for any set of ground abducibles Dg that sat-
isfies I� (i.e., MR

P�[Dg
� I�), MR

P�[Dg
� / iff MR

P �[Dg
� /.

Proof. The formula / is satis®ed in a computed model MR
P�[Dg

i� MR
P�[Dg

2Bj for some
j � 1; . . . ;m or MR

P�[Dg
2:Ai for some j � 1; . . . ; k. In the ®rst case clearly this means

that the denial / is also satis®ed and vice-versa. In the second case, this means that
MR

P�[Dg
� Ai which implies that not Ak 62 Dg as otherwise I� would not be satis®ed.

Hence MR
P �[Dg

2not Ai and / is satis®ed.
Conversely, if / is satis®ed because not Ak 62 Dg then the satisfaction of the dis-

junctive constraints in I� implies that MR
P�[Dg

� Ai and hence / is satis®ed by P � [ Dg.

Hence under the stable (and generalized stable) model semantics for NAF the two
forms of negation in integrity constraints of denial form are equivalent. For an or-
der-consistent program P this semantics always exists and coincides with that of the
partial stable models. If we drop the order-consistent requirement and adopt the par-
tial stable model semantics for NAF it is possible for not Ai to be false without Ai to
hold and hence this equivalence does not hold. Nevertheless, it is important to note
that for the puproses of computation we can still replace the classical negation con-
ditions with NAF conditions since the extended ACLP proof procedure will satisfy a
denial on a not Ai condition only if it manages to prove Ai in a subsidiary abductive
derivation for this. Hence the extended proof procedure remains sound under this
replacement.

An important class of integrity constraints that can be transformed into denial
form is that of closed sentences that can be logically transformed into clausal form
without the introduction of skolem constants.

Proposition 2.2. Let T � hP ;A; ICi be a general ACLP theory where P is an order-
consistent program. Let also / be an integrity constraint of the clausal form
A1 _ . . . _ Ak  B1 ^ . . . ^ Bm and / be the denial  �B1; . . . ;Bm; not A1; . . . ; not Ak�.
Then / is sastisfied iff / is sastisfied.

Proof. The result is a direct consequence of the proposition above by transforming /
into its logically equivalent form /0 � :�B1 ^ . . . ^ Bm ^ :A1 ^ . . . ^ :Ak�.

When we transform a general integrity constraint into the denial form given by
 �B1; . . . ;Bm; not A1; . . . ; not Ak�, if none of the B1; . . . ;Bm are abducible we can
then unfold one (or more) of these positive conjuncts with each of the rules in the
program P � of our ACLP theory for the predicate of this conjunct. If fb1; . . . ; bng
is the set of all the bodies of the clauses whose heads unify with some selected atom,
say B1, with fh1; . . . ; hng as corresponding mgus, then this unfolding will replace the
denial above by the set of constraints: �j � 1; . . . ; n�,  �bj; . . . ;Bm;
notA1; . . . ; notAk�hj. It is easy to see that the original denial is satis®ed i� all of the
unfolded denials are satis®ed. This unfolding is repeated until an abducible appears
in each of the generated denials. In some cases, this simple unfolding process may
not terminate due to recursive predicates. More advanced forms of unfolding that
employ loop checking can be developed to help overcome this problem for particular
cases of non-termination.
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For other forms of integrity constraints, that cannot be brought into the desired
denial form by classical equivalence transformations we can apply transfomations
analogous to the Lloyd Topor transformations [39] using new auxiliary predicates
in the program of our theory. These constraints would be transformed to de®ne a
new (arity zero) predicate false and we would add at the end of any goal the extra
condition of not false i.e., of false�. We should note though that this can often lead
to ¯oundering on NAF conditions in the consistency phase as described above, e.g.,
when the assumption required for the satisfaction of the integrity constraint that has
been transformed is essentially a universally quanti®ed one such as 8Xa�X �. In this
case a full ®rst-order computational method would need to be employed.

3. Applications in ACLP

The integrated framework of ACLP can be used to formalise and solve a variety
of applications. Abduction and ALP has been successful in formalizing many prob-
lems all of which can also be addressed within ACLP. Applications within ACLP are
based on the view that abduction is a process that generates solutions in terms of the
problem speci®c abducibles. For each problem we de®ne its own answer holders, the
abducible predicates. This property, of having an explicit problem speci®c answer
holder, helps in developing high-level and ¯exible representations of the problems,
as we can now specify more directly properties of the solution and, in general, the
basic structure of the problem can be modelled in a more direct and faithful way.
From the point of view of Constraint Logic Programming the framework of ACLP
o�ers an environment where we can express our constraints more directly than in a
CLP framework alone. Constraint solving in CLP is exploited at a lower-level to
where the high-level constraints are reduced via abductive reasoning.

This section presents an implementation of the ACLP framework, based on the
proof procedure developed in Section 2.4, and its application to the two problems
of planning and job-shop scheduling. Other areas of applications, where ACLP
can be used, includes (temporal) diagnosis, updating temporal databases and in gen-
eral any abduction problem with a rich temporal and/or spatial structure. A simple
form of the ACLP framework has also been successfully applied to two real-life
problems: a university course timetabling [31] and an airline crew-scheduling prob-
lem, dealing both with the problem of ®nding an initial solution and the problem
of rescheduling under the face of new information. Details on these later applications
can be found in Ref. [43].

Through the study of these application problems we aim (i) to illustrate the coop-
eration of abduction and constraint solving within the computation of ACLP and
the enhancing e�ect that this has on abduction and (ii) to test the computational ef-
fectiveness and ¯exibility of the ACLP framework.

Two types of experiments, on the applications of planning and job-shop schedul-
ing, are performed with the ACLP system and presented here. The ®rst type tests the
computational viability of the ACLP system and its performance, in comparison
with the direct use of the (lower level) constraint solving framework of CLP on
which ACLP is built. The other type of experiments aims to illustrate the high level
expressivity of ACLP and the ¯exibility it can provide in adapting a program to new
requirements or changes in the problem de®nition.
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3.1. Implementation of ACLP

The ACLP system has been implemented on top of the ECLiPSe language as a
meta-interpreter, using explicitly the low-level constraint solver that handles con-
straints over ®nite domains (integer and atomic elements). The naming variables
of ACLP are implemented through domain variables of ECLiPSe. A di�cult task
of the meta-interpreter is the management of the interleaving phases of abduction
and consistency during a computation in the ACLP framework. Since constraints
can be imposed on the (naming) domain variables, not only during the generation
of an abducible assumption but also during consistency checking, there is a need
for: (i) dynamic generation and management of low-level CLP constraints and (ii)
management of the domain variables. The implementation contains a module for ne-
gating CLP constraints and sending them to the ECLiPSe constraint solver to be sat-
is®ed together with the other constraints already set. A binding environment is
constructed during the execution of the meta-interpreter, where the domain variable
bindings and the constraints attached to these variables are stored. An explicit mech-
anism is implemented to handle the attachement of new constraints to variables and
the linking between di�erent constraints that are imposed on the same domain vari-
able at di�erent parts of the computation.

In the ACLP system a program is a ®nite set of ECLiPSe clauses together with a
set of declarations of abducibles predicates in the form of ECLiPSe facts as:
abducible predicate�predicate name=arity�, and a set of integrity constraints written
as ECLiPSe rules of the form

ic : ÿB1; . . . ;Bn; nP 1;

where:

· at least one of the goals B1; . . . ;Bn has an abducible predicate and
· the rest of the goals can be either user-de®ned predicates or constraint predicates

of ECLiPSe.

The constraint predicates that can be used in the body of a program rule or an in-
tegrity constraint can be (i) arithmetic constraint predicates (over the integers) or
(ii) logical contraint predicates. The arithmetic constraint predicates that are support-
ed by the current ACLP implementation are:

T1##T2: the value of the term T1 is not equal to the value of the term T2.
T1#� T2: the value of the term T1 is equal to the value of the term T2.
T1#<T2: the value of the term T1 is less than the value of the term T2.
T1#<� T2: the value of the term T1 is less than or equal to the value of the term

T2.
T1#>T2: the value of the term T1 is greater than the value of the term T2.
T1#>� T2: the value of the term T1 is greater than or equal to the value of the

term T2.

The system also supports logical constraints such as conjunction, #^, and disjunc-
tion, #_. These simple constraints can be combined to build complex logical con-
straint expressions.

During a consistency phase for the consistent addition of a new abducible as-
sumption, a(X), where X is now a ``marked'' ECLiPSe domain variable, constraints
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are negated and set in the current constraint store. This negation of the constraints is
the usual mathematical negation, e.g., the negation of the arithmetic constraint
T1#<T2 is T1#>� T2. The negation of the logical constraint #^ is #_. For example,
the negation of the logical constraint T1##5 #^ T2 #>2 is T1#� 5 #_ T2 #<� 2.

In the current implementation of ACLP, a program is executed by calling the top-
level ECLiPSe query

aclp-solve�goal; initial-hypothesis; output-variable�:
The output variable returns a list of abducible hypothesis, with their domain vari-
ables constrained according to the dynamic constraints that were generated through
the unfolding of the ``relevant'' part of the program and the integrity constraints. A
subsequent step of labeling on these variables gives a ground solution of our initial
query. Various other constraint predicates of ECLiPSe can be used at this stage e.g.,
min_max/2 or minimize/2 in order to ®nd an optimal ground solution.

For clarity of presentation, in the rest of this section we will continue to use the
notations of Section 3 instead of the speci®c programming notation of the ACLP
system.

3.2. Abductive planning in ACLP

We now present the problem of abductive planning in ACLP in order to illustrate
through this example the main features of the framework when this is applied to an
application problem. We will give particular attention to the computation of ACLP
and its search together with the role of the constraint solver in this.

Several authors [13,33,53] have studied planning as an abductive problem. Indeed,
this can easily be formalised through abduction in ACLP as follows. Suppose that
we have a general theory of reasoning about actions, we then consider an ACLP the-
ory hP ;A; ICi where:
· The program P contains this general theory of actions together with any speci®c

axioms of the e�ects of actions for the particular planning domain of our applica-
tion.

· The abducible predicates in A are the operator (action) predicates in the particular
domain of our planning problem.

· The integrity constraints IC encode the precondition requirements that must hold
for each type of possible action.

For example, if we use the Event Calculus [36] as our basic theory for reasoning
about actions abductive planning is formalized within the framework of Abductive
Event Calculus as follows. The program P of the abductive theory hP ;A; ICi contains
the basic axioms:10

holds�F ; T2�  happens�E; T1�;
T1 6 T2;
initiates�E; F �;
not clipped�T1; F ; T2�;

10 For clarity of presentation we will not separate the domain constraints (equality or inequality) at the

front of the body of a program rule or an integrity constraint but leave these at their ``natural'' position.
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clipped�T1; F ; T2�  happens�E; T �;
T1 < T < T2;
terminates�E; F �:

These general axioms express the persistence of a property F from the time T1 at
which it is initiated by an event (i.e., a speci®c action) E to a later time T2. This prop-
erty can persist provided that it is not clipped by another event (speci®c action) that
has the e�ect of terminating such properties. The general e�ects of actions initiating
or terminating properties are given by other domain speci®c axioms in the program
P de®ning the initiates�E; F � and terminates�E; F � predicates.

The predicate happens is not de®ned in P and is designated as an abducible pred-
icate. Hence A � fhappensg. A plan will consist of a set of assumptions on this ab-
ducible predicate.

The integrity constraints IC contain statements of the form

holds�F ; T �  happens�E; T �; precondition�E; F �
expressing the fact that we can only assume that an event E has happened at time T if
all its preconditions F hold true at this time. The predicate precondition is de®ned
within the program P. Other more particular constraints on the possible actions
of our domain will also be formalized as integrity constraints in IC.

A particular planning problem in the domain described by an abductive theory
hP ;A; ICi can then be solved by adding into the program P a description, Si, of
the particular initial state of our problem and setting the required ®nal state, Sf ,
as an abductive goal. An abductive solution D to this goal, as speci®ed in Section
3.1, will be an abductive explanation of Sf consisting of a set of actions and con-
straints with speci®c ground instances, Dg; satisfying the following conditions:

· P [ Si [ Dg �R Sf and
· P [ Si [ Dg �R IC,

where R is the constraint structure for the lower-level constraints of equality, in-
equality and other more speci®c constraints in our particular planning domain. Here
we will assume that R is the usual arithmetic domain for the integers.

The ®rst condition implies that when these actions are performed the initial state
of the problem will be transformed into the ®nal required state. The second condi-
tion ensures that the assumed actions can indeed be performed, i.e., their precondi-
tions (will) hold at their time of execution. In general, the assumed actions, in the
abductive solutions for planning problems, have a temporal dimension and often
also a spatial dimension, as we will see below. This makes the integration to con-
straint solving particularly interesting and bene®cial.

3.2.1. Planning in the blocks world
Let us consider the particular simple but instructive planning domain of the

blocks world. Its abductive formalization, based on the general formulation above
of the abductive event calculus, is as follows (here we have simpli®ed the presenta-
tion by specializing the above general theory for the simple domain at hand stripping
also away the holds and happens predicates). The abductive theory hP ;A; ICi has the
following general axioms in P:
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on�X ; Y ; T �  initially�X ; Y ; T0�; T0 6 T ; not moved �X ; T0; T �:
on�X ; Y ; T �  move�X ; Y ; T1�; T1 6 T ; not moved �X ; T1; T �:
moved �X ; T1; T2�  move �X ; Y ; T3�; T1 < T3 < T2; Y 6� X :

where on�X ; Y ; T � is a (the only) property predicate, meaning that block X is on
block or position Y at time T, and initially �X ; Y ; T0� means that block X is at posi-
tion Y at an initial time T0. The initial state of the blocks is then described by a col-
lection of facts of these predicates. The predicate moved�X ; T 1; T2�, corresponding to
the clipped predicate, is de®ned to hold if block X was moved within the time period
T1 to T2 thus terminating the initiated position of X at T1. Note that in this simple
formulation of the problem we are assuming that the e�ects of moves start to hold
instantaneously.

The abducible predicates are A � fmove�ÿ;ÿ;ÿ�g as we only have one type of
action in the example domain that we are considering. This action of
move�X ; Y ; T � means that block X is moved to position Y (that may be another
block) at time T. The general integrity constraints for the preconditions of this ac-
tion are the two constraints which state that a block X can be moved to a new po-
sition Y only if the block X and the position Y are both clear, i.e., there is no block
on top of either of them. These can be represented by the following two denials in
IC:

 move�X ; Y ; T �; on �Z;X1; T �;X � X1;

 move�X ; Y ; T �; on �Z; Y1; T �; Y � Y1:

Note how these integrity constraints include explicit equality in them. The equality
predicate is one of the constraint predicates in ACLP which can be handled explicitly
by this framework. In ACLP the satisfaction of an integrity constraint, like the ones
above, can be achieved by adding in the global constraint store (via step (C3) of the
proof procedure) the negation of such equality (or other) constraint that appears in
the integrity constraint.

Note also that negation as failure is treated through abduction (see Section 3.2
and [14]) and hence all occurances of not moved�ÿ;ÿ;ÿ� in the program P will be
replaced by a new predicate moved��ÿ;ÿ;ÿ�. Furthermore, the set of integrity con-
straints IC will be extended with the additional constraint

 moved��X ; Y ; T �; moved�X ; Y ; T �:
Given the above formulation and an initial con®guration (state) of the blocks de-

scribed by a set of atomic facts on the initially predicate the aim is to ®nd an abduc-
tive solution in terms of assumptions on the predicate move for a new (again given)
con®guration of the blocks. The moves in such a solution would constitute a valid
plan that would allow us to reach the new con®guration of the blocks from the initial
con®guration. We will assume that we are interested in linear plans where only one
move can occur at any single time point.

Consider for example the initial con®guration as shown in Fig. 1 represented by
the following facts in P:

initially�3; 0; 0�: initially�4; 3; 0�: initially�6; 2; 0�: initially�5; 6; 0�:
and suppose that the new state requires that block 3 must be on block 6 (with the rest
of the blocks free to be at any position). Thus our abductive goal will be to show
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on�3; 6; Tf�; 0 < Tf , where Tf is some (®nal) time at which the new state will hold. One
abductive ACLP solution to this goal is given by: D � fmove�3; 6; t1�;
move�4; 5; t2�;move�5; 1; t3�g and C � ft2 < t1; t3 < t1; t3 < t2g, where t1; t2; t3 are nam-
ing variables that denote respective times for the three moves. Note that in fact the
set D of abducible assumptions will also contain the NAF assumption
fmoved��3; t1; tf�g to ensure that block 3 stays on 6 after it is moved there.

The high-level representation of the problem in ACLP allows us to accommodate
in a simple and direct way other more speci®c requirements that a particular case of
the problem may require. These are often included as additional integrity constraints
in IC. In particular, if (as we say above) we are interested in linear plans we can im-
pose this by the extra integrity constraints

 move�X1; Y1; T1�; move�X2; Y2; T2�; X1 6� X2; T1 � T2;

 move�X1; Y1; T1�; move�X2; Y2; T2�; Y1 6� Y2; T1 � T2:

As another example, if it is required that some speci®c position cy cannot be used
as a destination for any move during some (open) time period from c1 to c2 then we
would add the intregrity constraint

 move�X ; Y ; T �; T > c1; T < c2; Y � cy :

Similarly, if when we move any block then each one of a group of related blocks
must be at some given positions we would add the constraint

on�X1; Y1; T �  move�X ; Y ; T �; related�X ;X1�; position�X1; Y1�:
More examples of such extra constraints are given in the experiments section
below.

3.2.2. Abductive computation of plans ± Example
We will now analyze in some detail the abductive computation in ACLP (as de-

®ned by the proof procedure of Section 3.2.1) for the example problem above, in or-
der to highlight some of the main features of the abductive computation with
particular emphasis on the role of the constraint solver.

At ®rst an abductive phase rooted at the required goal will reduce (step (A1) of
the ACLP proof procedure) on�3; 6; Tf� and generate (step (A3)) the assumption
D0 � fmove�3; 6; t1�g, where t1 is a new ``naming'' variable treated as a CLP domain
variable. D0 will also contain (through step (A3) again) a NAF assumption
moved��3; t1; tf�. The treatment of these NAF assumptions is the same as other as-
sumptions. We will discuss its consisistency checking at the end of this section.

A constraint store will also be formed with C0 � f0 < t1 6 tf g . Once this assump-
tion is generated a consistency phase starts to ensure that the integrity constraints

Fig. 1. An example initial state.
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remain satis®ed. This will reduce (step 1 of a consistency derivation) the two integrity
constraints in IC to the following two goals11

 on�Z;X1; t1�; 3 � X1  on�Z; Y1; t1�; 6 � Y1

requiring that both of these fail. Using the de®nitions of the predicates on and initial-
ly the ®rst of the above reduced constraints expand further (step (C1)) to the follow-
ing two branches where again both of these goals must fail:

 06 t1;moved��4; 0; t1�;
 T1 6 t1;move�Z;X1; T1�;moved��Z; T1; t1�; 3 � X1:

At this stage of the computation the second goal fails trivially (with no new addi-
tional constraints) as there is no other assumption of a move in the current set of
hypotheses D0.

Note here that when we have a move assumption (e.g., move(b,P,t)) in D, then this
second goal can be satis®ed by adding in the global constraint store the constraint
3 6� P coming from the explicit equality constraint 3 6� X in the reduced integrity
constraint. The ®rst of these goals can fail, within an ACLP consistency phase, in
two ways. One way is to add (step (C3)) the negation of 06 t1 (i.e., t1 < 0) in the
constraint store C0. This though will not be allowed since it will make the constraint
store inconsistent. The other way is to fail on moved��4; 0; t1� (step (C4naf)). This will
result in a new subsidiary abductive phase to try to prove the goal

 moved�4; 0; t1�:
This shows a simple example of a general strategy of the ACLP computation where it
®rst tries to ensure the satisfaction of the integrity constraints by generating addi-
tional arithmetic CLP constraints. Failing this the abductive computation will at-
tempt to generate a new hypothesis (a new move).

Using the de®nition of the predicate moved this goal is reduced to (step (A1))

 move�4; Y ; T �; 0 < T ; T < t1; Y 6� 4:

The assumption set D0 will then grow (step (A3)) to D1 � fmove�3; 6; t1�;
move�4; y2; t2�g, where y2; t2 are new ``naming'' variables ± CLP domain variables.
The domain of the variable y2 is set to be equal to f0; 1; 2; . . . ; 6g namely equal to
all the available positions in our example problem. The constraint store will now
contain C1 � ft1 > 0; 0 < t2; t2 < t1; y2 6� 4g. Hence the consistency checking of one
abducible, move�3; 6; t1�, requires the generation of further assumptions. This new
abductive hypothesis assumes that block 4 is to be moved at some location y2 as
yet unspeci®ed (apart from the fact that it must be di�erent than 4) at some time
t2 also only partially speci®ed by the requirement that it is before t1.

A subsidiary consistency phase will check the consistency of the new abducible
move�4; y2; t2�, by checking that the integrity constraints in IC remain satis®ed. This
will generate, as above, through step 1 of a consistency derivation the following re-
duced goals which also must fail.

11 Again for clarity of presentation, we will not show the uni®cation equality constraints explicitly when

these do not involve naming variables but instead apply these to the rest of the goal.
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 on�Z;X1; t2�; 4 � X1  on�Z; Y1; t2�; y2 � Y1:

Let us analyse how the second goal fails within the ACLP computation. Using the
®rst rule for the predicate on this will be reduced further to the constraint

 initially�Z; Y1; 0�; 06 t2; moved��Z; 0; t2�; y2 � Y1:

From the de®nition of initially, this constraint expands to four branches with Y1 tak-
ing one of the values f0; 2; 3; 6g. All of these branches must fail and one way to do
this is to assume (through step (C3)) the additional arithmetic constraints
fy2 6� 0; y2 6� 2; y2 6� 3; y2 6� 6g.

Note that this is another example where the explicit use of equality allows us to
satisfy the integrity constraints by negating this (uni®cation) equalities. At this point,
the only values left for the domain of y2 are the positions f1; 5g.

The goal obtained when we reduce (step (C1)) the above constraint with the sec-
ond rule of the de®nition of the predicate on is

 move�Z; Y1; T �; T 6 t2; moved��Z; T ; t2�; y2 � Y1:

As the only other assumption in D1 is move�3; 6; t1� this reduces (via step (C2)) fur-
ther to

 t1 6 t2; moved��Z; t1; t2�; y2 � 6:

This be made to fail by setting (step (C3)) the constraint t2 < t1 which in fact we al-
ready have in the current constraint store C1.

In a similar fashion, the satisfaction by the original assumption of move�3; 6; t1� of
the second integrity constraint, requiring that a position is clear before we can move
a block onto to it, will generate another new assumption of move�5; y3; t3� with
t3 < t1. The consistency checking of this new assumption will impose in the same
way similar constraints on the domain variables y3 and t3. In addition, other con-
straints linking these with the domain variables y2 and t2 of the move of block 4 will
be set. For example, from the ®rst integrity constraint, that block 5 must be clear
when we move it, we get the following reduced goal that must fail:

 move�Z; Y1; T �; T 6 t3; moved��Z; T ; t3�; 5 � Y1:

Using the assumption move�4; y2; t2� in D this reduces (step (C2)) further to

 t2 6 t3; moved��4; t2; t3�; 5 � y2:

One way to fail on this is to set (step (C3)) into the constraint store the further do-
main t3 < t2 or the constraint 5 6� y2 or the disjunctive constraint �t3 < t2� _ 5 6� y2.
Similar constraints will be set from the interaction between the three moves that
are now present in computed set of assumptions. Note that consistency goals that
have been reduced by the earlier move assumptions in D are remembered by the com-
putation (in D� ± see case (C2) of the ACLP proof procedure) and will be reduced
further by this new assumption of move�5; y3; t3�. For example, the following goal re-
duced from the ®rst integrity constraint by the assumption move�4; y2; t2� (and re-
membered in D�)

 move�Z; Y1; T �; T 6 t2; moved��Z; T ; t2�; 4 � Y1

will be reduced further by the new assumption of move�5; y3; t3� to
 t3 6 t2; moved��5; t2; t3�; 4 � y3:

This will then give the new constraint �t2 < t3� _ �4 6� y3� in the constraint store.
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In this way, after the full reduction of all the integrity constraints and the goals
accumulated in D� several other constraints will be set, in the global constraint store,
on the naming variables of the positions and times of the three assumed moves in
D � fmove�3; 6; t1�;move�4; y2; t2�;move�5; y3; t3�g. Any solution of the ®nal con-
straint store giving ground values to the naming variables will constitute an actual
plan to reach the ®nal state.

As mentioned above, the ®nal set of assumptions D will also contain the NAF as-
sumption moved��3; t1; tf�. Such NAF assumptions express the fact that block 3
should not be moved from its position after the time t1. If, for example, D needed
to contain another move for block 3 e.g., move�3; y; t� then the NAF integrity con-
straint in IC can be satis®ed only by requiring that either t < t1 or that t > tf . As this
second constraint is not consistent with the constraint store this means that t < t1
will be set i.e., this new move of block 3 will be forced to occur before its move onto
block 6 thus ensuring that block 3 will remain on block 6, as required by the ®nal
state.

3.2.3. General features of the ACLP computation
The above simple example exposes several of the general features of the ACLP

computation. Here we will examine further the computation of abductive plans in
ACLP and indicate from this the important general computational and search fea-
tures of the ACLP framework and system.

Let us assume therefore that a new hypothesis move�b; y; t� with both y and t pos-
sibly non-ground naming (CLP domain) variables has been generated. Given this
new move and any other, move�b0; y 0; t0�, where similarly y 0 and t0 can also be non-
ground, already assumed in the D, these two assumptions can ``interact'' with each
other via the integrity constraints in several ways. Consider for example the ®rst in-
tegrity constraint written as follows:

 move�b; y; t�; move�b0; y 0; t0�; t06 t; b � y0; moved��b0; t0; t�;

where we have unfolded the de®nition of the predicate on (and rearranged the order
of the conditions).

We can see from this form of the integrity constraint that for any such pair of
move assumptions there are three ways to make this goal fail (and thus satisfy this
constraint) corresponding to the three conditions left in this goal after we resolve
away the two move conditions. One way is to set a time constraint t < t0, the other
to set a space constraint b 6� y0 and the third way is to generate a new move for block
b0 between the times t0 and t.

The order in which we choose to apply these options in the ACLP search for a
solution can vary. In general, the ACLP search chooses ®rst the options of setting
new CLP contraints rather than generating new assumptions. Between setting a time
or a space constraint the order is not that crucial as it is possible instead of choosing
one of these to set a disjunctive constraint of the form �t < t0� _ �b 6� y 0� in the con-
straint store e�ectively transfering this choice to the constraint solver.

The third option of failing on the moved��b0; t0; t� condition is in fact not the last to
be tried but the ®rst in the following sense. The ACLP computation will ®rst try to
see if the satisfaction of the integrity constraint can be ensured by checking that it
can prove the goal of moved�b0; t0; t� using only the existing assumptions in D and
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maybe setting extra domain constraints on the time and space variables of these
moves. In other words, if we already have a move of the same block b0 earlier than
the move move�b0; y0; t0� under consideration then there is no need to set any restric-
tions concerning the later move. If we do not have such a suitable assumption al-
ready in the D then the possibility of failing by generating a new assumption is
delayed as the last choice. This shows one of the ways in which ACLP can reuse as-
sumptions already in the current D to help achieve more minimal solutions or plans
as in this case.

The minimality of the abductive solution is also helped indirectly by the least com-
mitment strategy on the abducible assumptions that the ACLP computation adopts.
We have seen, in the example above, that although it is possible for the ®rst move of
block 5 to go onto block 4 (or for the move of block 4 to go onto block 6) which will
then require an additional move to free 4 this does not happen. This is because we
can, with the use of setting constraints, avoid committing to a particular destination
or time of the moves but leave all possibilities open restricting these (through the
constraints) relative to other moves that we have or will be needed later in the com-
putation.

Similarly, consider that we have another place on the table (position 7) and that
our ®nal state required also that block number 5 should be moved after the move of
block 3 onto 6 (e.g., that 5 should be on top of 3 in the ®nal state). Then again be-
cause of the least commitment on the abducible assumptions the move of 4 will not
be placed onto block 5 as before but will occupy the new position 7 so that it is then
free to move later as required. This is done because the later move of block 5 sets the
constraint y2 6� 5 on the domain variable y2 of the move of block 4. Here also note
that, as described above, if the ®rst move of block 5 that frees block 6 could be iden-
ti®ed with the later move of 5 then this will be done thus saving a move from the
computed plan.

Even if we did not have the extra position on the table, but we still required the
later move of 5, then with the use of the disjunctive constraints, that allow us not to
commit on where to set the necessary (relative) restrictions on the space and time at-
tributes of the move assumptions, ACLP will compute a solution where block 4 is
moved (to position 1) before block 5 is moved (onto block 4) so that block 5 is free
for the later move.

Summarizing, the computation in ACLP has the following three important char-
acteristics:

· automatic reduction of the high-level speci®cation;
· least-commitment search strategy;
· reuse of existing hypotheses and delay of the generation of new hypotheses
on which it relies for its e�ectiveness and for the quality (minimality) of its computed
solutions. We point out again that the interface with constraint solving is crucial for
achieving these characteristics.

For particular problem domains we may wish to add some control in the compu-
tation either to improve the e�ectiveness of the computation or the quality of the so-
lution. This can be done easily within the high-level representation framework of
ACLP by encoding suitable information in the program P of the abductive theory
hP ;A; ICi representing our problem. Such extensions of the theory can be done in
a modular way, as the separation of the representation into P, for the basic model
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of the problem, and IC, for the major part of the validity requirements of the solu-
tion, means that we can re®ne P to improve the quality of the solutions without af-
fecting the validity which is expressed by IC.

3.2.4. Experiments
In this section, we present some experiments that we have carried out on the

blocks world planning problem in order to test the computational performance of
the ACLP system and to illustrate its high-level expressivity and ¯exibility.

Increasing the size of the problem. In the ®rst set of experiments we test the perfor-
mance of ACLP as we increase the number of blocks in the planning problem. The
initial and ®nal con®gurations are randomly generated starting from 15 blocks with
a step of nine. The total number of positions available is ®xed to be equal to the
number of blocks in the problem plus one third of this number. In other words,
the number of positions on the table is one third of the number of the blocks. Table
1 shows the execution time (on a SUN Ultra-1 with 64Mb RAM) and the number of
moves required for an indicative set of randomly generated problems with di�erent
size. In these experiments the system was asked to ®nd a plan by building the towers
of the ®nal state in a horizontal fashion. It should also be mentioned that in our tests
some problems were generated where the system was unable to ®nd a solution. The
system was also able to ®nd within times of less than 1500 s solutions to problems of
bigger size but where the ratio of the available positions on the table was increased
from one third to one half. These times are comparable with the execution times of
solving such problems directly in ECLiPSe as reported in Ref. [12] especially when
we bear in mind that ACLP is built on top of ECLiPSe and consequently some extra
time is needed just to run the code of the ACLP meta-interpreter on top of ECLiPSe.

The last two collumns of the Table 1 show the performance of ACLP when there
is an early commitment on the destination position Y of the assumed moves. These
results show how the quality of the solutions (i.e. the number of moves required for
the plan) is improved in ACLP when we exploit fully its ability to constrain the terms
of the abducible assumptions rather than ground them. This least commitment on
the assumptions allows their re-use in the computation and hence helps to improve
the solution.

Increasing the complexity of the problem. In this set of experiments we studied the
ability of our system to represent new requirements on the planning problem testing
the e�ect on the performance of the planner for these extented planning problems.

We present here an example of this study based on a planning problem that uses
24 blocks. An extra requirement on this core planning problem that ``no moves are

Table 1

Performance on randomly generated problems

Performance measurements

Blocks Time (s) # of moves Time (s) (ground Y) # of moves (ground Y)

15 3.7 23 9.57 37

24 15.19 34 59 85

33 40.69 49 136.15 116

42 69.5 58 85.96 108

51 325.97 74 308.38 173

60 345.52 87 239.45 162
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allowed between a certain time period e.g., (2,8)'', would be represented directly in
ACLP by the extra integrity constraint

 move�X;Y;T�; T > 2; T < 8: �1�
The e�ect of this on the the planner is shown in Table 2 in the second column named
Constr1 with as expected no signi®cant change on the performance of the underlying
core problem shown in the ®rst column of this table.

An alternative new requirement to the problem that was examined states that: no
block is allowed to be moved on a speci®c block (or a set of blocks) between a given
time period. For example, if this speci®c block is block number 1 and the given pe-
riod is (10,14) then this would be represented by the extra integrity constraint in IC

 move�X;Y;T�; Y � 1; T > 10; T < 14: �2�
The e�ect of this is shown in the column named Constr2 of Table 2.

Consider now the requirement that for two speci®c blocks whenever we move the
®rst block before the other then these two moves must be separated by (at least) a
speci®c time period. Again as an example if these blocks are blocks number 20
and number 2 and the separation time period is 12 units then the following con-
straint would be added in IC

 move�20;Y1;T1�; move�2;Y2;T2�; T1 < T2; T2 ÿ T1 < 12: �3�
Assume now that we are given a new requirement that whenever we move a certain
block then all its related blocks, de®ned in some problem speci®c way, must also be
moved within a speci®c time period. An example of this integrity constraint is given
below and its e�ect on the performance of the system is shown in collumn Constr4 of
Table 2.

moved�B;T1;T1 � 6�  move�16;Y1;T1�; related�B;16�: �4�
The e�ect of all of the above constraints is shown in the last column of Table 2. In
general, these experiments show that ACLP is robust in accommodating such extra
requirements.

In summary, these experiments show that:

1. The performance of ACLP is comparable to its underlying CLP system despite the
fact that it is implemented on top of this.

2. ACLP is robust in accommodating extra or changing requirements on the prob-
lem.

3.3. Job±Shop scheduling in ACLP

Job±shop scheduling is de®ned as the problem of assigning in time njobs on m ma-
chines where each job is a request for the scheduling of a set of tasks with a particular

Table 2

Performance as the complexity of the planning problem increases

Performance measurements (s/# of moves)

Problem Standard conf. Constr1 Constr2 Constr3 Constr4 All

24 Blocks 15.19/34 15.57/34 16.29/37 15.60/34 35.28/38 35.33/38
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order. Each job has a speci®ed release time after which its execution can start and has
to complete its work before a speci®ed deadline. In addition, the schedule must sat-
isfy other basic constraints such as the precedence constraints that de®ne in which
order the di�erent tasks of a job should be carried out and the capacity constraints
that prevent resources from being allocated to more tasks than they can process at
one time (resource capacity). Other constraints speci®c to the particular application
may be needed, making the problem more di�cult to solve.

In ACLP the precedence and resource capacity constraints can be represented
with the following integrity constraints in IC:

 start�J;T1;R1;S1�;T2 is T1ÿ 1;start�J;T2;R2;S2�;
duration�T2;D2�;S1 < �S2� D2�:

decoupled�T1;S1;T2;S2�  start�J1;T1;R;S1�;
start�J2;T2;R;S2�;T1 6� T2;

where start�J ; T ;R; S� denotes that task T of job J starts execution at time S on re-
source (machine) R, and is an abducible predicate. The program P of the ACLP job±
shop scheduling theory is a simple representation of the basic features of the problem
that generates the abductive hypotheses start�J ; T ;R; S� for each job and task from
some top level goal. It also contains the de®nition of auxiliary predicates that are
used in the integrity constraints e.g., decoupled=4 which states that two jobs cannot
overlap when they run on the same resource.

3.3.1. Experiments
In this section we present a second set of experiments on job±shop scheduling

problems. Their purpose is to test further the computational viability of ACLP by
comparing the performance of ACLP with the underlying CLP language on which
it is implemented and to illustrate again the expressive power of this system.

Increasing the size of the problem. The core scheduling problem that was used in
our experiments has 20 jobs with ®ve tasks each, (hence a total of 100 tasks) sharing
10 resources. It was constructed from the set of problems de®ned in Ref. [50] by put-
ting together two of these problems. The ACLP implementations of this problem
were tested against corresponding implementations directly in ECLiPSe.

Fig. 2 displays the performance of these two implementations with respect to the
size of the job-shop problem ranging from 1 job (5 tasks) to 20 jobs (100 tasks). This
®gure indicates that the performance of the ACLP implementation is comparable
with that of ECLiPSe, since in every size of the problem, the ECLiPSe implementa-
tion is about two times faster than the one on ACLP. This is a constant factor of
di�erence that does not increase with the size of the problem. It is worth noting here
that the ACLP system is built on top of ECLiPSe and consequently a big fraction of
the performance loss is due to the penalty paid to run the code of the meta-inter-
preter.

In the ACLP system, constraints can be represented directly from their natural
speci®cation in a declarative statement. Using a standard CLP system, it is often ®rst
necessary to extract the constraints from the problem speci®cation, and then to for-
mulate this set of constraints appropriately. In the ACLP framework this (program-
ming) time consuming process has been reduced considerably. The penalty paid
concerning the performance of the system is due to the fact that now during the com-
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putation, the low level constraints are constructed from the higher level integrity
constraints, formulated to a set of constraint goals and then transmitted to the un-
derlying specialized constraint solver of ECLiPSe.

Increasing the complexity of the problem. In this set of experiments we considered
the addition of new constraints to the job±shop scheduling problem. We studied the
ability of the ACLP system to represent these constraints and compared both imple-
mentations (the ACLP and the ECLiPSe version) not only according to their perfor-
mance results but also in their ability to represent these constraints and their
¯exibility in changing the problem requirements.

Assume that we are given an extra requirement on the initial core job±shop sched-
uling problem which says that: for a speci®c task s0, if this starts after a speci®c time
t0 then this task has to be executed last (i.e., no other task can start execution after
the task s0). This is represented in our system by the single integrity constraint (5)
(for the speci®c case of s0 � 14 and t0 � 21�

 start�1;14;R0;S0�; start�J;T;R;S�;T 6� 14;

S0 > 21;S > S0: �5�

This constraint was implemented also in the ECLiPSe language. The performance
of each approach is presented in Table 3 on the second column named Constr5,
whereas the ®rst column presents the results on the underlying core problem of a
®xed size. The ACLP version is still slower than the ECLiPSe version, but without
any signi®cant overhead.

Fig. 2. One solution, job shop scheduling problem using ECLiPSe and ACLP.

Table 3

Performance measurements as the complexity of the problem increases

Performance measurements (s)

System Standard conf. Constr5 Constr6 Constr7 Constr8 Constr9

ACLP 0.90 1.04 0.94 1.34 3.45 1.62

ECLiPSe 0.42 0.68 0.42 * * *
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An alternative new requirement to the problem that was examined states that: af-
ter the end of a speci®c task s1 and for a speci®c resource r1, no other task can start
execution on that resource before the end of a time interval ti. This is represented in
the ACLP system by the single integrity constraint (6) (for the speci®c case of s1� 23,
r1 � 1 and ti � 20). The performance of the two implementations is shown in the col-
umn named Constr6 of the Table 3.

 start�J;T;1;S�; start�2;23;1;Sd�; duration�23;Dd�;
S > Sd; S < Sd� Dd� 20: �6�

We point out that in both these cases of adding the constraints (5) and (6) a con-
siderable programming e�ort was required in order to achieve these execution times
by ECLiPSe.

Consider now the requirement that if at least two jobs start their execution in a
speci®c time interval �ts; te� using a speci®c resource ri , then no other task can start
execution in the interval �te; te � td�. The resource ri must have a rest period. This is
represented in ACLP by the integrity constraint (7), where ri � 0, �ts; te� � �0; 32�
and td � 10. The execution time of the ACLP system is shown in the column named
Constr7 of Table 3. Due to the much needed e�ort to implement this directly in
ECLiPSe we did not carry this out!

 start�J;T;0;S�; start�J1;T1;0;S1�; start�J2;T2;0;S2�;
T1 6� T2; 0 < S1; S1 < 0� 32;

0 < S2; S2 < 0� 32; S > 32; S < 32� 10: �7�
Assume now that we are given a new requirement on the initial problem which says
that: if any task si is using the resource ri then the related with ri resource rj has to be
idle till the end of si. This is represented in ACLP by the integrity constraint (8) and
the performance of its implementation is presented in Table 3. Again this constraint
was not implemented directly in ECLiPSe.

 start�J1;T1;R1;S1�; start�J2;T2;R2;S2�; T1 6� T2;

related�R2;R1�; duration�T2;D�; S2 < S1; S16S2� D: �8�
The previous constraint required that no task could start on resource R1 at a time
when the related resource R2 is busy. Consider now the ``dual'' constraint requiring
that no task can begin on resource R1 at a time when the related resource R2 is idle.
In other words, if a task starts at time T on resource R1 then the related resource R2
must be working at this time T. This requirement is represented in ACLP by the fol-
lowing integrity constraint (9):

working�R2;S�  start�J;T;R1;S�; related�R2;R1�; �9�
where working/2 is de®ned in the program P of the ACLP theory as follows:

working(R,S) :-

select task(Ja,Ta,R),

start(Ja,Ta,R,Sa),

duration(Ta,Da),

S > Sa, S < Sa + Da.
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The e�ect of this constraint is that whenever a task T is scheduled on resource R1
the system dynamically schedules in the consistency phase of task T another task Ta
on the related resource R2 to ensure that this constraint is satis®ed. The execution
time of this constraint is shown in the last column of Table 3. Note that as mentioned
above the asterix in this table shows that we do not have a time for the ECLiPSe case
as these constraints required a considerably larger e�ort to be implemented directly
in ECLiPSe.

Changing the requirements. Another important feature of the ACLP framework is
that it facilitates the adoption of new requirements (e.g., rescheduling) with minimal
changes to the existing solution. There are three reasons that help ACLP in this pro-
cess of recomputation of a new solution. Firstly, as we saw in the above experiments,
the expressiveness which is provided in the language allows the easy and direct rep-
resentation of any change in the domain of application. The other reason, which is a
consequence of the high-level modeling environment of ACLP, is the clear separa-
tion of the validity of a solution by the representation of ACLP in the integrity con-
straints of the ACLP theory hP ;A; ICi for the problem. Thus one can change the
validity requirements on the solution locally in IC, without any changes required
to the overall model of the problem in P. The third reason comes from the inherent
ability of abduction to reason with a non-empty initial set of assumptions (partial
solution) which enables us to use the old solution and recalculate only what is a�ect-
ed (rendered inconsistent) by the changes in the requirements. This helps to achieve
minimal changes in the existing solution.

In this section we present and test this feature of ACLP by studying the problem
of rescheduling. To illustrate this consider an example where after we have obtained
a solution to a given job±shop problem a new requirement is added which says that:
resource R5 is temporarly out of order (e.g., between the time points 12 and 20). Our
new task is to satisfy this requirement with minimal changes to the existing solution.
This new requirement is easily incorporated in the ACLP representation of the prob-
lem by adding the new integrity constraint

 start�J ; T ; 5; S�; S > 12; S < 20:

One way then to satisfy this new requirement would be to run the program again, as
for the computation of the initial solution, i.e., with the same query aclp-solve(

schedule,[],Solution) for the initial goal of schedule and with an empty set
of initial hypotheses, to get a new solution. However, this new solution will (proba-
bly) vary signi®cantly from the previous solution, and this contradicts our goal for
minimal changes. Instead we can run the ACLP query aclp-solve(schedule, Old-

Solution,Solution) giving the (or part of the) old solution as a set of initial hy-
potheses to get a new solution that would be close to this previous solution.

In general, given a set of changes in the application environment, the task of re-
scheduling under ACLP can be summarised in the following basic steps:

1. Remove from the old schedule all hypotheses which are known to be a�ected by
these changes.12 This gives a new partial solution (OldSolution0). In fact this ®rst

12 This can be done by a separate module (speci®c to the particular application) that calculates the

hypotheses which are a�ected.
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step is optional, helping only in the e�ciency, since hypotheses which make the
existing schedule inconsistent will be re-tried and removed automatically by
ACLP. Note also that several heuristics or strategies can be adopted in order to
decide which part (assumptions) of the solution is best to delete ®rst.

2. Add the new requirements (changes). These may be in the form of constraints (as
in the example above) or simply as new information in the domain of the appli-
cation.

3. Re-execute the problem with the set of the hypotheses in step 1 as a given initial
set (ie. call: aclp-solve(schedule, OldSolution0, NewSolution)).

When a hypothesis (e.g., start(J,T,R,S)) is needed during the re-execution in step
3, the ACLP system tries ®rst to match this hypothesis with an existing one in
OldSolution0 and then proceeds into the consistency phase for that hypothesis. Oth-
erwise, if such a match is not possible or is incosistent then the computation proceeds
with an abductive phase where a new hypothesis will be generated in the new solu-
tion. This means that ACLP gives priority to existing hypotheses and tries to include
these in the ®nal solution of the problem thus reducing the changes on the old solu-
tion.

A number of rescheduling experiments have been performed with ACLP on the
job±shop problems, presented earlier in this section. Table 4 shows an example of
the results obtained from these experiments.

The ®rst column of the table shows the cpu time of the initial scheduling of a
problem with 25, 50, 75 and 100 tasks. Then, for each one of these problems a
new requirement, on some resource unavailability, was added and the goal was to
satisfy the new requirements with minimal changes on the initial solution. The re-
scheduling results are displayed in the second column of the table, which gives the
cpu time (in s) together with the number of changes needed on the existing solution
in order to satisfy the new requirements. The third column displays similar informa-
tion when the program was re-executed without any initial solution in order to solve
from the beginning the same problem together with the extra requirement of re-
source unavailability. The table shows clearly the appropriateness of the above pro-
posed general strategy for rescheduling within the ACLP framework.

Note that the rescheduling times, in the second column of the table, are compa-
rable to those obtained when re-executing the problem, in the third column. This oc-
curs because in the general purpose rescheduling module that we are testing the use
of any old assumption, from the existing solution, can be done after it is checked for
consistency. In other words, even those assumptions which are not a�ected by the
changes are re-checked for consistency. In speci®c applications, and for speci®c

Table 4

Rescheduling experiments for resource unavailability

Performance & quality measurements

Problem # tasks ± Resource availability Initial

solution (s)

Rescheduling

(s/changes)

Re-execution

(s/changes)

25 tasks ± R4 unavailable in period (0,20) 0.23 0.27/4 0.23/21

50 tasks ± R2 unavailable in period (20,30) 0.71 1.94/14 0.74/40

75 tasks ± R4 unavailable in period (0,16) 1.03 1.25/5 1.81/25

100 tasks ± R7 unavailable in period (20,35) 1.61 1.95/1 1.67/47
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changes, special strategies can be adopted in which the consistency of a subset of the
old assumptions does not need to be re-checked.

Summarizing the results of the above three types of experiments on the problem of
job±shop scheduling we can draw, as in the case of planning, the following conclu-
sions:

1. The performance of the ACLP system is comparable with that of the underlying
CLP language.

2. The expressive power of ACLP is higher than that of a standard CLP system, with
greater ¯exibility for problems with changing speci®cations.

3. ACLP facilitates the recomputation with minimal changes of an old solution that
has to adapt to changes in the application environment.

4. General characteristics of ACLP applications

In this section we report on the main general characteristics of ACLP applica-
tions, generalizing from our experience with the planning and scheduling applica-
tions described in Section 3.3.1 and the real-life applications of timetabling [31]
and crew-scheduling [43] developed within the ACLP framework. These characteris-
tics can give us general methodological features and guidelines for the better devel-
opment of abductive ACLP applications to complex problems.

The possibility for a high-level representation of the application domain, with the
ability to model directly properties of the problem, is the central characteristic of
ACLP applications. The process of abduction, in ACLP, generates solutions in terms
of the problem speci®c abducibles. For each problem we de®ne its own answer hold-
ers, the abducible predicates. These have a higher semantic meaning than simply that
of a (problem independent) logical variable which is the usual answer holder of Logic
Programming and Constraint Logic Programming. The fact that now the solution
carriers of our problem are directly represented by the problem speci®c abducible
predicates allows us to express the natural structure of our problem and the proper-
ties of the required solution in a more direct and faithful way, from their natural
speci®cation. This in turn means that we can now model easily complex domains
and more importantly we can accommodate the particular specialized requirements
that a speci®c application might have. Hence when deciding whether an application
is suitable or will bene®t from the use of abduction and ACLP one needs to look for
the following characteristics: complex functionality with specialized needs which are
not necessarily ®xed but can dynamically change.

The high-level representation o�ered by ACLP has two further advantages in the
development of an application: (i) the development can be modular and (ii) the re-
sulting solution is ¯exible under changes of the requirements. Let us analyse these
a little further.

The main dimension of modularity in abductive applications comes from the fact
that we can separate the two issues of validity and optimality of the solution. We can
improve the quality of the solution by incrementally re®ning the model of the prob-
lem, represented in the program P of the ACLP theory, without a�ecting the validity
of the solution which is ensured by the integrity constraints IC of the theory. We can
also experiment with di�erent design alternatives adopting di�erent strategies to im-
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prove the optimality of the solutions. On the other hand, we can change the require-
ments on the solution, expressed by the integrity constraints IC, without a�ecting the
way that the problem is modeled in the program P.

The basic model of the problem in P can be incrementally re®ned along two dif-
ferent but inter-related directions. The ®rst possibility is to exploit incrementally nat-
ural characteristics of the problem in order to build in P a more informed model.
This can result not only in improvements on the quality of the solution but also
on the computational e�ectiveness of the solution. The second possibility refers to
the high- level handle that we have on the solution through the abducible predicates
and the choice of abducible that we build in the model P of our problem. This choice
can be easily implemented to follow either some heuristics, priorities, or algorithm
for optimality, thus directly controlling the quality of the solutions. With this we
can also control the way a solution is found or build up, where for example we
may want the choice of abducible to follow a least commitment principle, or that this
choice is only implicit through some reduced constraints on the hypotheses of the
solution.

The other major characteristic of ACLP applications is the ¯exibility they o�er
under new or dynamically changing requirements. Once we have one complete rep-
resentation of the problem we can easily experiment with di�erent requirements on
the solution, by changing the integrity constraints which specialize the general model
to the needs and preferences of a particular case. Furthermore, the built-in charac-
teristic of abduction to be able to reason with existing hypotheses/solutions facili-
tates the task of recomputing a solution, or more precisely the task of adapting an
old existing solution to accommodate new requirements that appear in time (e.g.,
for the case of rescheduling). Such adaptations can be done in a natural way with
minimal changes to the existing solution, preserving parts of the solution that should
not be a�ected. Also natural requirements and strategies for the recomputation of
the solution can easily be accommodated within the high-level modeling environ-
ment of ACLP.

5. Related work

The work of this paper relates to other work in three di�erent (but related) areas
of: (i) constructive abduction, (ii) constraints in abduction and (iii) extensions of
CLP for more declarative representations.

ACLP provides a general framework for the extension of abduction in LP to con-
structive abduction. It was developed based on and extending early work in Ref. [29]
for constructive negation through abduction which in turn was based on the work of
Ref. [14] for NAF through abduction. Recent work on constructive abduction in
Logic Programming can be found in Refs. [7,15,55].

The abductive proof procedure SLDNFA of Denecker and De Schreye [6,7] in-
corporates abduction and negation as failure for the treatment of non-ground ab-
ductive goals in normal abductive programs. SLDNFA is an extension of the
SLDNF procedure for the cases where an abducible atom is selected in a positive
or negative goal. The case where an abducible atom is selected in a positive goal
is solved by skolemizing the atom before adding it to the set of assumptions. The in-
troduction of skolem constants raises the need to extend uni®cation and resolution
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with rules for equality. The case where an abducible atom is selected in a negative
goal is what di�erentiates this procedure from previous related work. Instead of stor-
ing all negative literals, for which a failure tree is to be computed, and rebuilding
their failure trees each time a new fact is abduced, SLDNFA interleaves the compu-
tation of this failure tree with the construction of the assumption set. Then, uni®ca-
tion and resolution for negative goals is extended to deal with skolem constants in
negative goals. The treatment of integrity constraints in SLDNFA is done by adding,
for any integrity constraint IC, the rule false not ic to the program and the literal
not false to the query. Soundness and completeness results for SLDNFA are ob-
tained w.r.t. the three-valued completion semantics for abductive logic programs.

In his work, Teusink [54,55], presents a transformation from extended logic pro-
grams (with strong negation together with NAF) to normal programs. He then pro-
poses a proof procedure for abductive logic programs, which is a generalization of
the SLDNFA proof procedure for normal logic programs based on constructive ne-
gation instead of NAF. Furthermore, the treatment of non-ground queries is done
through the use of equality in the language, instead of using skolemization. This pro-
cedure is sound and complete w.r.t. a three-valued completion semantics for abduc-
tive logic programs.

The I� proof procedure of Fung and Kowalski [15] can be regarded as a hybrid of
the proof procedure of Console et al. [3] and the SLDNFA procedure of Denecker
and De Schreye [6,7]. In comparison with SLDNFA the I� procedure has several dif-
ferences some of which are the following. The predicates in this procedure are de-
®ned in if-and-only-if form, it uses explicit rewrite rules for equality, instead of
extending uni®cation, and avoids skolemization by using existential quanti®ers
and free variables. The I� proof procedure is a rewriting procedure, consisting of
a number of inference rules (e.g., unfolding, propagation, rewrite rules for equality,
logical simpli®cations, etc.), each of which replaces a formula by one which is equiv-
alent to it. Given an initial query Q, the procedure constructs an initial formula
which is Q conjoined with the set of integrity constraints. Answers can be obtained,
by exhaustively applying the inference rules on Q, from a non-failure leaf note by
constructing a substitution for the variables in the query, such that both the resulting
instance of the query and the integrity constraints are implied by the extended set of
de®nitions. The procedure is proved to be sound and complete relative to the three-
valued completion semantics.

Comparing these approaches with ACLP there are several similarities as well as
di�erences. The naming technique used in this paper for the ACLP proof procedure
is very similar to techniques of skolemization done by Shanahan in [51], Missiaen et
al. in [44], and in the original SLDNFA procedure [6]. Also it is closely related to the
distinction between universal and existential variables done in the I� procedure [15]
and the later work on SLDNFA [7]. One of the major di�erences is the fact that these
approaches deal explicitly with the equality and disequality constraints of extended
uni®cation, whereas ACLP relies on an integrated external constraint solver. In this
way ACLP easily allows other constraints, e.g., inequality and logical constraints.
Another di�erence is the treatment of integrity constraints where ACLP is more fo-
cussed and goal-oriented in handling these, though for general forms of integrity
constraints which cannot be transformed (classically) into denial form ACLP will
need to apply a similar technique as SLDNFA. One other di�erence is the treatment
of NAF which in ACLP is done through abduction, extending the work of Ref. [14],
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in the same way as any other type of abducible whereas in these other approaches a
separate treatment of NAF is employed.

Despite this, if we examine closely the computational behavior of these ap-
proaches one ®nds strong similarities between these and ACLP in their treatment
of NAF. For example, SLDNFA and I� have computation steps which are analo-
gous to the ACLP steps for dealing with NAF. More speci®cally, in I� a negative
literal :A is replaced by the rewrite goal ``false  A'', which is analogous to the
consistency derivation step of ACLP, for A�, under the canonical integrity con-
straint :�A ^ A��. Similarly, in SLDNFA the separation of goals to positive and
negative is used so that a positive goal :A is transformed into a negative goal A
which must fail for the computation to succeed. Again this is very similar to the
treatment of NAF in ACLP through the consistency phase for A�. In both
SLDNFA and I� it is possible to satisfy a NAF goal by rewriting this to (or deriv-
ing) explicit equality goals. These goals are analogous to the equality constraints
that ACLP would generate, although ACLP can also generate constraints on other
CLP predicates.

All of these approaches use some variant of the completion semantics for NAF
whereas ACLP uses the partial stable model semantics [9,28,48] or the stable model
semantics for a subclass of logic programs on which these two semantics coincide.
Note that using the weaker three valued completion semantics these approaches
are able to prove completeness results for their computational models. As we have
already mentioned at the end of Section 2.3, with the stronger semantics that we have
adopted for ACLP we are not able to prove completeness. This however may be pos-
sible if we adopt the weaker completion semantics as in the above approaches. We
also note that for a restricted but important class of logic programs such as strati®ed,
acyclic or locally strati®ed programs, if we separate out our additional treatment of
CLP constraints, the ACLP proof procedure comes closer to those of SLDNFA and
I� developed under the completion semantics.

As mentioned above, these works concentrated only on the treatment of equality
(and disequality) constraints in order to perform constructive abduction. Several
other works have been made recently to integrate abduction with constraint solving
in a more general sense. Some of this work is presented below.

Related work in Refs. [37,59] presents a theorem proving approach which aims
to unify Abductive Logic Programming (ALP), Constraint Logic Programming
(CLP) and Semantic Query Optimization (SQO). In this new framework, called
CALOG, the constraint solver is programmed by means of built-in constraint def-
initions, augmented with explicit integrity constraints. This use of integrity con-
straints is similar to constraint handling rules as in Ref. [16]. Answers are
obtained in this framework by applying one of the following operations to the ini-
tial goal which is conjoined with the integrity constraints: unfolding a reducible at-
om, logical equivalence transformation, propagation and equality rewriting. The
CALOG proof procedure is based on the I� proof procedure of Ref. [15] and
may be regarded as a generalization of it. CALOG is also related to the SLDNFA
procedure of Ref. [7] which performs both abductive and deductive reasoning. This
framework has been used to study the problem of job±shop scheduling in Refs.
[56,58].

Other related work is the extension of the SLDNFA proof procedure [7] with ®-
nite domain constraint solving [2,8]. SLDNFA is coupled with a ®nite domain CLP
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solver, called ROPE, as follows: when SLDNFA selects a constraint (equality or dis-
equality, or domain speci®cation) this constraint is given to the ROPE system.
SLDNFA±ROPE has been applied to the problem of scheduling the maintenance
of the power units in the power plants of an electricity company [8]. This approach
has also been applied in the context of proving in®nite failure goals [2]. The integra-
tion of constraint and abductive reasoning into a viable intelligent scheduling frame-
work is also studied by the Intelligent Scheduling project at the Institute for Robotics
and Intelligence Systems (IRIS, university of Alberta). Early work on the use of con-
straints in abduction can be found in Ref. [41].

In most of these related works the integration of abduction and constraint solving
is performed at a di�erent level than the one we are studying here. These works in-
corporate their own constraint solving techniques into the steps of the overall abduc-
tive reasoning, whereas in our case the method of constraint solving is not known to
the abductive reasoner: constraint solving is done externally to abductive reasoning
but linking strongly its results to it. Moreover, the constraint handling methods of
these works are often also seen as a special form of abductive reasoning and thus
they can be uniformly integrated in the overall problem speci®c abductive reasoning.
Although this perhaps gives a deeper form of integration it is not clear if such a mod-
el of cooperation can be computational e�ective, like the looser model that we have
adopted which relies on specialized techniques of constraint solving hidden from the
problem speci®c abductive reasoning.

From the point of view of CLP, our work is related to work that aims to allow a
richer language of constraints in CLP, e.g., the work on Constraint Handling Rules
(CHR) or Propia in ECLiPSe, in order to express special speci®c constraints (or re-
quirements) of the particular problem at hand. Our work con®rms that abduction in
ACLP can provide such a framework of extension for CLP, with a ®rm semantic ba-
sis that is computationally robust. Initial comparison experiments show that the
ACLP system is at least as e�cient as that of CHR. We also note that for the prob-
lem of planning the performance of our abductive approach is comparable to plan-
ners developed directly in CLP, e.g., Ref. [12].

6. Conclusions and future work

The computation of abduction in many cases requires specialized constraint solv-
ing. In this work we have studied one possible integration of these two paradigms,
within the framework of Logic Programming, by proposing an integrated frame-
work, called ACLP, for Abductive Logic Programming and Constraint Logic Pro-
gramming.

The integrated framework of ACLP has a ®rm semantic basis and suitably com-
bines the central notions of abductive explanation in ALP and constraint solving in
CLP. A general proof procedure for goal satisfaction has been de®ned, and proved
to be correct. In this proof procedure the general pattern of computation of abduc-
tive solutions consists of a suitable cooperative interleaving between hypotheses and
constraint generation with consistency checking of the abductive hypotheses and
constraint satisfaction. The integration of constraint solving has an enhancing e�ect
on the performance of the abductive computation both in terms of e�ciency and in
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terms of the quality (e.g., minimality) of the solutions that the ACLP computation
produces.

Constructive abduction with constraint solving has been recently studied by sev-
eral other works. In most of these the integration of the two is performed by unifying
these concepts and their treatment into one. In this paper we study an approach of
integration where the two main tasks of abductive reasoning and constraint solving
retain their separate identities but cooperate in a non-trivial way to solve goals.
From the point of view of CLP, our work is related to work that aims to allow a
richer language of constraints in CLP in order to express special speci®c constraints
(or requirements) of the particular problem at hand. Our work con®rms that abduc-
tion can provide such a framework of extension for CLP with a ®rm semantic basis
that is computationally robust. The high-level modeling environment of abduction
o�ers an extra layer of modularity and ¯exibility useful for applications with com-
plex and changing requirements.

We have demonstrated, through the solution of the problems of planning and
scheduling, that the interface of abduction with constraint solving in ACLP can form
an appropriate framework for application problems in Arti®cial Intelligence. Within
ACLP problems can be represented directly from their declarative speci®cations,
thus facilitating the modeling of complex domains, with the ability to accommodate
in the representation natural structures or special features of the speci®c application,
which can often lead to better solutions. Empirical results, based on an implementa-
tion of the ACLP framework on top of the CLP language of ECLiPSe, show that
ACLP is computationally viable, with performance comparable to the underlying
CLP framework on which it is built. In addition, our experiments show the natural
ability for ACLP to accommodate easily and in a robust way new or changing re-
quirements of the original problem. ACLP thus combines successfully the advan-
tages of modularity and ¯exibility of the high-level representation a�orded by
abduction together with the computational e�ectiveness of low-level specialized con-
straint solving.

The usefulness of the ACLP framework in formalizing di�erent problems within
the areas of planning and scheduling or from other complex (real-life) applications is
an important direction for future work, with further experimentation in order to es-
timate better the quality of the abductive solutions of ACLP. Further work is also
needed in evaluating and comparing the results of ACLP when solving problems
of adapting an existing solution to new information or requirements (e.g., the prob-
lem of re-planning or rescheduling).

Another direction for future work is the study of di�erent strategies of interleav-
ing of the abductive and consistency phases, in ACLP, with constraint solving in or-
der to improve the e�ciency of the computation. Similarly, di�erent selection rules in
the computation can also a�ect the e�ciency of the proof procedure. Of particular
interest, is the timing of the selection of the constraint store in the consistency der-
ivations. An important issue for future study is the question to what extent, within a
class of applications, known e�ective methods for solving these problems based on
e�cient lower-level constraint solving techniques can be exploited or simulated with-
in our framework via a suitable selection of the control parameters in the framework.
In this respect, we can study how existing CLP techniques for special forms of con-
straints or for optimization can be integrated within the computational model of
ACLP.
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Appendix A. Proof of Theorem 2.3

Theorem. Let hP ;A; ICi be an ACLP theory where P is a definite program and the in-
tegrity constraints in IC are of restricted form (as in Definition 2.11). Let also the se-
quence � G; fg; fg�; . . . ; � C��fg :;D;D�� be a finite (successful) abductive
derivation. Define Drn � Rn�D [ 9XC�, where X is the set of free variables (not naming
variables) appearing in the resulting constraint store C. Then Drn is an abductive expla-
nation for the goal G.

Proof. We consider grounding valuations g for Drn that satisfy the constraints of the
computed constraint store C and ground the naming variables appearing in the ab-
ducibles giving a set of ground abducibles Dg. We denote by Cg and Gg the constraint
store and goal obtained by applying this grounding on C and G, respectively.

De®nitions 2.8 and 2.9 of abductive explanations require us to show that there is
at least one such grounding (i.e., grounding g for which Cg is solvable) and for each
such grounding the following hold:

1. MR
P[Dg
� Gg and

2. MR
P[Dg
� IC

The existence of one consistent grounding of C follows directly from the fact that
the computation starts with a consistent (or empty) constraint store and this is up-
dated only through (A1), (A2), (A3) or (C3) of the ACLP proof procedure. In
each of these steps it is required that the resulting set of constraints is solvable, oth-
erwise the proof procedure fails. Hence the ®nal constraint store C is solvable and
therefore there exists at least one valuation (grounding) of C, e.g., Cg, which is con-
sistent.

Consider now a grounding valuation g with Cg consistent and Dg, Gg such that
Dg �R Drn. We need to show (1) and (2) above.

(A) To show (1) we will show that a successful CLP derivation in P [ Dg can be
constructed for the goal Gg. We follow the selection rule of the ACLP abductive der-
ivation for G. Suppose that some stage the literal Lj is selected. There are three cases.

(1a) Lj is not an abducible. Then we apply the same resolution step as the one
applied in the ACLP derivation (step (A1)) by the ACLP procedure. Note that
this step is an ordinary CLP derivation step.

(2a) Lj is an abducible predicate, which in the ACLP proof procedure resolved
(step (A2)) with a member, a�n�, of the set of assumptions D. Let Lj have the
form a�X �, where X is the (possibly empty i.e., Lj is a ground abducible) set
of variables appearing in the abducible a. In the CLP derivation that we are
constructing we resolve Lj with the ground abducible, a�g�n��, where g�n� de-
notes the ground constants to which the variables n are mapped under the
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grounding valuation g, that we get from a�n� when we apply the grounding g to
Drn. Note that the constraint(s) fX � g�n�g will be added to the constraint store
C0 of the constructed CLP derivation.

(3a) Lj is an abducible predicate a�X �, which in the ACLP proof procedure was
added through step (A3) to D (and hence belongs to Drn). This must then have
appeared in D as a new assumption a�n�, where n are naming variables for the
variables X and the constraints fX � ng would have also been added in the con-
straint store C of the ACLP computation. As in the previous case (2a) in the
CLP derivation that we are constructing we resolve Lj with the ground abduci-
ble, a�g�n�� 2 Dg, that we get from a�n� when we apply the grounding g to Drn.
Again the constraint store C0 of the constructed CLP derivation will be aug-
mented with the constraints fX � g�n�g.

By construction of this CLP derivation at each one of its steps the constraint(s), c0,
that are added to its constraint store C0 belong to the grounding Cg of the ®nal con-
straint store C. In step (1a), C0 is updated by the same constraints (on which the
grounding valuation g has been applied) with which the constraint store of the ab-
ductive derivation is updated from the corresponding (A1) step of the ACLP proce-
dure. In the other two steps (2a and 3a) from the corresponding ACLP steps we
know that fX � ng belongs to the ®nal constraint C and therefore fX � g�n�g be-
longs to Cg. Since we know that Cg is consistent the constraint store C0 of the con-
structed derivation is solvable at each step and hence this is a valid CLP derivation.
This terminates successfully and hence from the soundness theorem (Theorem 2.1) of
CLP we have that MR

P[Dg
� Gg as required.

(B) We next need to show that for each given integrity constraint, /, in IC, all
CLP derivations starting from this constraint (constraints have been restricted to
have the form of denials and hence they trivially correspond to a goal) in the pro-
gram P [ Dg are ®nitely failed (FF). Let us assume that this is not so and there exists
a successful CLP derivation in P [ Dg starting from / and terminates with the (solv-
able) constraint store C/. From this we will show that the ACLP computation for G
must (by rearranging the order of its selection of literals in the goals to follow the
selection order of the CLP derivation) contain a corresponding consistency deriva-
tion with a branch that arrives at the goal  C0��fg, such that the constraints C0g re-
sulting from the local constraint store C0 by applying the grounding g to it is equal to
C/.

Without loss of generality we can assume that the constraint / has the form
 a�X �;R�X �, where a�X � is abducible and R�X � is the conjunction of the rest of
the denial (including any constraints that may be present), and that the ®rst step
of the successful CLP derivation in P [ Dg is a resolution step of a�X � with some
ground abducible a�d� in Dg. This resolution step will also exist as the ®rst step of
the consistency derivation of the abducible a in D from which we get a�d� in Dg un-
der the grounding g. This starts the corresponding consistency derivation in the
ACLP computation. Note that if a in D is not ground, i.e., a � a�n�, where n are
naming variables, then the local constraint store, C0, of this branch of the consisten-
cy derivation will be updated with the constraint fX � ng. If we then apply the
grounding g to this local constraint store we will get the constraint fX � dg, (as
g�n� � d), which is the same constraint generated by the resolution step in the given
CLP derivation.
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Suppose that in the CLP derivation the literal Lj is selected, from the resulting
goal  fX � dg;R�X �, and resolved in P [ Dg. There are two cases.

(1b) Lj is not an abducible. Then the same resolution step will take place in the
corresponding consistency derivation branch of ACLP through step (C1),
as in this step Lj is resolved with all possible rules in P for the predicate
of Lj. The local constraint store C0 of this branch will be updated by the
same constraints as those that would be added in C/ of the CLP deriva-
tion.

(2b) Lj is an abducible, say b�Y � which is resolved, in the CLP derivation, with a
ground abducible b�d 0� in Dg. There are two cases here depending on whether
the abducible, b�n0�, in D corresponding to b�d 0� under the grounding g (i.e.,
g�n0� � d 0) has been added to D before or after the abducible a�n� at the root
of these derivations. If b�n0� is added before a�n� then in the corresponding
consistency derivation branch of ACLP we will have through step (C2) the
resolution of b�Y � with b�n0� in D. The constraint fY � n0g that will be added
to the local constraint store C0, of this branch of the consistency derivation,
will be equal, after applying the given grounding g, to fY � d 0g which is the
constaint that the CLP derivation adds in its constraint store C/. Consider
now the case where b�n0� is added in D after a�n� and let  b�Y �;R0�Y � be
the current goal. In step (C2) of the ACLP consistency derivation for a�n�,
this (goal) denial will be added in the (global) set D� of the computation.
Then the corresponding concistency derivation branch in the computation
of ACLP is the branch rooted at b�n0� (when this is added to the D) resolving
with  b�Y �;R0�Y � in D�. Again, as above, the local constraint resulting from
this resolution step in ACLP will be updated, after applying the grounding g,
with the same constraint added in the resolution step of the CLP derivation
to C/.

Hence following these two steps (1b and 2b) we can ®nd in the ACLP computa-
tion a consistency derivation branch that arrives at the goal  C0��fg such that the
constraints C0g resulting from this local constraint store C0 by applying the grounding
g to it, is equal to the ®nal constraint store C/ of the CLP derivation. Therefore,
since C/ is solvable so is C0g i.e., the grounding g is a consistent grounding of C0.
On the other hand, the ACLP computation is successful and hence all its consistency
derivation branches must end up in failure, i.e., all consistency leaf goals must be
eliminated. Therefore this corresponding branch of ACLP that arrives at the goal
 C0��fg must also end in failure. The only way that this can be done is to apply step
(C3) of the consistency derivation where this goal is failed (eliminated) by adding to
the current global constaint store Ci of the computation a set of constraints C such
that Ci remains solvable and C0 [ �Ci [ C� is unsolvable. But since g is a consistent
grounding of the ®nal constraint store C computed by ACLP, g is also a consistent
grounding of Ci [ C contained in C and hence g cannot also be a consistent ground-
ing of C0. Contradiction.

Therefore, all CLP derivations in the program P [ Dg, starting from a goal  G
corresponding to any integrity constraint denial �/ � :G� in IC, are ®nitely failed
(FF) and so by the soundness theorem of FF CLP derivations (Theorem 2.2) we
have MR

P[Dg
� :G � MR

P[Dg
� /, as required. �
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Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 2.4

Theorem. Let T � hP ;A; ICi be a general ACLP theory where P is an order-consistent
program. Let also the sequence � G�; fg; fg�; . . . ; � C��fg :;D;D�� be a finite (suc-
cessful) abductive derivation. Then Drn � Rn�D [ 9XC�, where X is the set of free vari-
ables (not naming variables) appearing in the resulting constraint store C is an
abductive explanation for the goal G� in the positive form T � � hP �;A [ A�; IC� [ I�i
of the theory T.

As in Theorem 2.3 we consider grounding valuations g for Drn that satisfy the
computed constraints C and denote by Dg, Cg and G�g the corresponding ground ab-
ducibles, constraint store and goal, respectively. We need to show that

1. MR
P�[Dg

� G�g and
2. MR

P�[Dg
� IC� [ I�.

The existence of at least one such grounding where Cg is solvable is again easily
shown for the same reason namely because the proof procedure explicitly checks
at each step where this store can be updated that it remains solvable.

(A) To show that (1) holds we can map the extended ACLP computation onto a
computation of the abductive proof procedure of Eshghi and Kowalski in Ref. [14]
for ground abduction of NAF (on which the ACLP proof procedure is based) and
appeal to the soundness of this procedure as shown ®rst in Ref. [9] (and Ref. [10]).

We therefore consider the given successful abductive derivation and trancate from
the consistency derivations that it contains the parts that are generated in their initial
steps (1) through constraints from IC� (and D�i ), i.e., we keep only the part of the con-
sistency derivations that are generated via the NAF denial constraints of the from
 p�; p in I�. Then following the same argument steps as in the proof of Theorem
2.3 we can map this abductive derivation into a successful abductive derivation
for the goal G�g of the proof procedure in Ref. [14] performing ground abduction
for NAF on the program P �g [ D

0
g. Here P �g is the logic program obtained from the

rules of the CLP program P � that are used in the derivation steps (A1) and (C1)

of the procedure and applying the grounding evaluation g on them to eliminate
the constraints that they may contain. The set D

0
g is the subset of Dg containing all

the non-negative abducibles. Note that the subsidiary consistency derivations of
the extended ACLP procedure rooted at a NAF abducible p��n� are mapped in
the same way into subsidiary consistency derivations of the procedure in Ref. [14]
for the corresponding ground abducible p��g�n��. This mapping is straightforward
due to the close relationship of the two procedures. Steps (C1), (C2) and (C4naf)
of the extended ACLP proof procedure are mapped directly into (C1), (C2) and
(C3) of the procedure in Ref. [14]. The step (C3) of the ACLP procedure by the con-
struction of P �g [ Dg does not apply and these parts of the derivations will be dropped
in the mapping.

Given this mapping the soundness of the procedure in Ref. [14] ensures that
MR

P�[Dg
� G�g. In fact, the soundness proof of Ref. [9] shows more generally that this

result holds when the initial abductive assumptions of a successful abductive deriva-
tion is non-empty as in the case of the subsidiary abductive derivations belonging to
the given outer abductive derivation. Hence for any subsidiary abductive derivation,
of the initial abductive derivation given in the statement of the theorem, for a goal S�s
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we have under the above mapping that MR
P�[Dg

� S�g . This will be needed below in
part (B) of the proof.

(B) The same result of [9] ensures also that, under the mapping in part (A) of the
ACLP computation onto a computation of the procedure in Ref. [14], we have
MR

P�[Dg
� I�. In order to show that the integrity constraints IC� are satis®ed we can

again follow the same steps as in the proof of Theorem 2.3 to show by contradiction
that this is the case. We now have an extra case to consider given by the extra step
(C4naf) of the consistency derivation for the extended ACLP proof procedure. Thus
referring to the proof of Theorem 2.3 we consider a successful CLP derivation in the
program P � [ Dg for a goal /, where / is a denial constraint in IC�. The extra case
now refers to a selected literal, in this successful CLP derivation, that is of the ground
NAF form p��d� such that this belongs to Dg. This would then mean that the given
abductive derivation contains a consistency derivation where p��n� (with g�n� � d)
was selected. From the de®nition of the step (C4naf) this means that there is a suc-
cessful abductive derivation for p�d� whose computed constraint store and abducible
assumptions are subsets of C and D computed by the given top level abductive der-
ivation. From part (A) above we have that MR

P�[Dg
� p�d�. This then contradicts the

fact that p��d� belongs to Dg and that MR
P�[Dg

satis®es  p��d�; p�d� in I�.
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